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Executive Summary
This green infrastructure plan for the Waterfront South
neighborhood of Camden, New Jersey, focuses on the mitigation
of flooding and combined sewer overflows (CSO) through the
implementation of green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) ), as well
as an additional element of placemaking. The US Environmental
Protection Agency defines GSI as infrastructure that seeks to
reduce or divert stormwater from the sewer system and direct it
to areas where it can be infiltrated, reused, or evapotranspired.
Soil and vegetation are used instead of, or in conjunction with,
traditional drains, gutters, pipes, and centralized treatment areas.
Leveraging the inherent aesthetic and environmental qualities of
GSI, opportunities for placemaking and environmental restoration
were incorporated into the planning process with the help of
residents and other local stakeholders.
This project was supported by the Camden County Municipal
Utilities Authority (CCMUA), the entity responsible for managing
countywide wastewater treatment, and Rowan University’s
Research Experience for Diversity and Inclusion (REDI) grant
program. The Project Team consisted of faculty and students from
Rowan University Community Planning + Visualization Lab in the
School of Earth and Environment, Cerulean LLC, and staff members
from Heart of Camden and Camden Fireworks—the community
partners.

Phoenix Park: Photo by participant #18

Liney Ditch Park: Photo by participant #7
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Overview (Sections 1 & 2)
Waterfront South is a historic Camden neighborhood located along
the bank of the Delaware River. Established in 1851 as Stockton,
New Jersey, it was first marketed as a suburban escape from
the cities of Camden and Gloucester. In 1872, the City of Camden
acquired the community and named it the Eighth Ward; by 1875 the
area was being rapidly developed, eventually becoming home to
one the largest ship building yards in the United States.

Photo by participant #17

Like many US post-industrial cities in the 1950s and 60s, Waterfront
South experienced disinvestment and population decline following
the departure of its largest employer, New York Shipbuilding. In the
subsequent years, vacant lots and buildings became increasingly
common fostering environments including overgrown vegetation,
drugs, and prostitution. Many remaining industries created a
toxic environment for the residents living in the neighborhood
and residents report increased levels of cancer, asthma, and other
health issues.
In addition to environmental injustices stemming from the
neighborhood’s industrial land uses, the prevalence of impervious
surfaces and the combine sewer system (CSS) makes the
Waterfront South neighborhood highly prone to flooding. In
some extreme cases, the improperly maintained CSS will even
become backed up, discharging stormwater and sewage in parts
of the neighborhood. With annual rainfall forecast to increase, it is
important to address the need for increased stormwater capacity;
GSI presents an effective way to reduce the amount of water that
reaches the CSS.

Photo by participant #18

The roughly 0.8 square miles that comprise Waterfront South is
home to an estimated 1,500 people. A large majority of residents
are non-Hispanic Black (47 percent); non-Hispanic White residents
comprise the next largest demographic group (12 percent).
Approximately 63 percent of residents earn less than $50,000 a
year and the median household income is $29,922, about half that
of Camden County at large. Given this, it is unsurprising that 38
percent of children under 18 and 23 percent of seniors over 65 live
in poverty. Overall, 34.2 percent of Waterfront South residents
live in poverty, more than double the rate of Camden County. Of
the neighborhood’s 630 housing units, 23 percent are estimated to
be vacant; among occupied units, 59 percent are owner occupied.
The majority of land surfaces in the project area are comprised
of concrete and asphalt (impervious coverings), which prevent
stormwater from infiltrating into the ground. Highlighting the
need for GSI to alleviate issues related to stormwater, an analysis of
ground cover found that open space only accounts for 2.3 percent
of the project area.

Photo by participant #13
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The Process (Sections 3 & 4)
The Project Team utilized a wide variety of techniques to identify
land well suited for stormwater control measures and land
management strategies. A desktop analysis of Waterfront South
utilizing computer-based research tools (Camden Property Data
Explorer, Parcel Viewer, and Google Earth) was conducted in
order to compile a database of land parcels and their ownership.
Subsequently, site visits were used to inform the development of a
model estimating potential runoff and pollutant volume reductions
associated with various potential GSI projects. Taking into account
community input, the GSI projects identified in this plan seek to
maximize the “Triple Bottom Line” (economic, environmental and
social equity) benefits of investments.

Meetings and interviews with community residents, stakeholders,
and environmental professionals were conducted to obtain
information on which areas in the neighborhood were
experiencing the worst flooding; gain feedback on proposed GSI
projects; and understand the concerns of community members.
The Project Team utilized several planning tools such as oral history
interviews, intercept interviews, in-depth interviews, two public
meetings, and two focus groups, and incorporated ideas generated
from each of these activities in the final plan.
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The Plan (Section 5)

The Future (Sections 6, 7, & 8)

The Project Team identified 47 viable GSI projects with significant
stormwater management and placemaking benefits. A visual
representation of this list is included in a map of “Proposed GSI
Projects in Camden Waterfront South”, denoting the specific
type of GSI proposed and its location in the neighborhood.
The projects proposed included stormwater bumpouts, tree
trenches, rooftop disconnects, naturalized areas, parking lot or
other impervious surface retrofits, rain gardens, and bioswales.
Conceptual renderings of seven standard GSI projects are included
to provide context for how they would be utilized throughout the
neighborhood. Additionally, five high-impact GSI projects were
identified based on both their environmental and social impact. By
ranking each GSI project based on their effectiveness in managing
stormwater management, their cost to benefit ratio, their land
ownership, and their social value, each project was assigned an
impact score. The resulting scores were then used to prioritize
projects by their expected impact.

The implementation strategy proposed by the Project Team divides
proposed projects into four categories: (1) Right-of-way projects; (2)
CCMUA/City GSI capital projects; (3) Corporate de-paving program;
and (4) Community empowerment mini-grant projects. Included
in detail is rough cost estimates based on cost per square foot.
Additionally, implementation strategies for placemaking projects
and other suggested programs are included: (1) Neighborhood
Green Walkway; (2) GSI Education & Outreach Program; (3)
1,000 Trees Program; and (4) Pocket Park Program. Potential
collaborators and partners to contribute labor, financial resources,
and education were also identified.

Additionally, placemaking projects were proposed for the two large
parks in the Waterfront South neighborhood, Liney Ditch Park and
Phoenix Park. Recommended placemaking features are meant to
increase awareness of their existence and allow for an increased
amount of recreational use.

Routine inspection and maintenance are critical in preserving the
long-term functionality of GSI projects. Residents were quick to
express their concerns over who will maintain these projects and
noted that the neighborhood already has some GSI that appears
neglected and undermaintained. Subsequently, an operation and
maintenance plan was developed to ensure the proposed GSI
projects, if implemented, can be properly tended to in an orderly
and efficient manner.
The Project Team learned many lessons throughout the span of the
project, many pertinent to issues no focused on in the scope of the
plan. Some issues beyond community greening and placemaking
that came up multiple times in the course of the public engagement
activities for this plan are listed in this concluding section.

Perennial flowerbed planted by kids: Photo by participant #14
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Greening Camden Waterfront South

Overview
SECTION 1
Introduction

Section 1 — Introduction
New Jersey’s annual rainfall typically averages 44 inches per year,
but in 2018 the state saw a record 64.76 inches of precipitation,
the highest since records have been kept (since 1895). The two
highest rainfall years ever have occurred since 2010, in 2018 and
2011, according to New Jersey State Climatologist data.i Camden
County, home of the Waterfront South neighborhood, has been
experiencing this pattern of precipitation as well. These heavy
rainfall trends are expected to continue, and storms are expected
to intensify as the Earth’s climate responds to massive carbon
emissions around the globe.ii
With this large volume of stormwater entering Camden’s combined
sewer system (CSS), constructed in the late 1800’s, is challenged
— making it more important than ever before that rainwater is
diverted to benign and even beneficial uses rather than letting it
enter the CSS where it is mixed with sewage. When it does enter
the CSS, this rainfall becomes hazardous to residents, a pollutant
to the ecosystem, and a burden to the wastewater treatment plant
operated by Camden County Municipal Utilities Authority (CCMUA).
Within this context, this plan explores ways to employ community
greening and green stormwater management to redirect
stormwater in Camden’s Waterfront South neighborhood while
utilizing placemaking to address some of the environmental
injustices experienced by its residents. These injustices have
been acknowledged, and CCMUA and others are beginning
ameliorations through enhancements to recreation and healthy
lifestyle opportunities, heightening the aesthetic appeal of the
surroundings, and improving public safety.
Though Waterfront South has endured injustices over many
decades, it is fortunate in its human and institutional resources.
The ensuing recommendations look to harness the incredible
energy available to this neighborhood in the way of its rich history,
its committed residents, its religious, cultural, and environmental
institutions and the strength of its many heroes who have
been inspiring, leading, and working for the betterment of this
community for many years.

Corner of Broadway and Lansdowne Avenue
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Green Infrastructure is a
“strategically planned network
of natural and semi-natural
areas with other environmental
features designed and managed
to deliver a wide range of
ecosystem services” (EC, 2013)
including but not limited to
temperature amelioration,
a decrease of rainwater
runoff and protection against
floods, carbon storage and
sequestration, pollution control,
and aesthetic and recreational
services (Ong, 2002)

Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI) seeks to
reduce or divert stormwater
from the sewer system and
direct it to areas where it
can be infiltrated, reused,
or evapotranspired. Soil and
vegetation are used instead
of, or in conjunction with,
traditional drains, gutters,
pipes, and centralized treatment
areas. (EPA)

1.1 Project Location and Scope

Scope

Location

This plan looks at Camden’s Waterfront South neighborhood,
assesses its stormwater management and aesthetic needs,
engages residents and community leaders on these issues, and
compiles a community-prioritized series of recommendations
to continue improvements previously facilitated by CCMUA. The
intent of this plan is to strategize a series of improvements serving
at least two purposes:

Waterfront South, sometimes referred to as South Camden, is
a distressed section of Camden City. Bounded by the Delaware
River, State Highway 676, and a series of industrial facilities, this
community has suffered numerous environmental injustices. In
addition to being cut off from the river and its resources, residents
have been subjected to undesirable industrial, pollution generating,
smell and sound emitting, traffic causing and toxins generating
uses that have been sited within its borders. This neighborhood is
where every gallon of human waste from all of Camden City, as well
as Camden County (58 million gallons of sewage per day), is treated
at the CCMUA facility. The county’s trash is also transported here
to be burned and converted into energy at the Covanta Energy
Recovery Center, a trash-to-steam incinerator. In addition to these
burdens, Waterfront South is home to a major gypsum (drywall)
processing facility, a large licorice manufacturer, several scrap and
recycling yards and numerous South Jersey Port facilities. Due to
their neighbors, this small neighborhood of approximately 500
family units has carried a heavy burden of air pollution, noxious
odors, heavy traffic, soil contamination, and excessive runoff for
generations.

Map 1.1 Waterfront South aerial view from Google Map

• To capture and divert stormwater with green stormwater
infrastructure (GSI) measures before it becomes stormwater runoff
and enters CCMUA treatment plant; and
• To improve the quality of life and recreational options for
Waterfront South residents through the identification of
placemaking initiatives associated with all types of green
infrastructure, including GSIs, parks, pocket parks, and other green
spaces.
An additional objective of the project is to make improvements to
the two major parks in the neighborhood, Phoenix and Liney Ditch
Parks. Phoenix Park was previously a waterfront brownfield site
where CCMUA made a significant investment in remediation as an
offering to the community; nevertheless, it would greatly benefit
from ‘finishing touches’ to enhance its attractiveness, accessibility,
and utility to residents. Liney Ditch Park, the largest open space
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in the neighborhood (6.3 acres), is also recommended for some
stormwater and placemaking improvements.
Rather than presenting a list of unrelated projects, this plan
addresses the neighborhood’s issues at a systems scale — looking
at green infrastructure as the framework on which to build
functionality for stormwater management even as it provides
ecosystem services for the people who inhabit the neighborhood.
The plan also links residents more meaningfully to their
environment and its natural elements, especially the Delaware
River. The River has been a sleeping giant to many residents; while
the river informs their history and the industry that underpins the
neighborhood, its majesty, beauty, and recreational potential have
long been hidden to the people of Waterfront South. CCMUA’s
efforts to reconnect the neighborhood to the river are augmented
by the initiatives of this plan.
In the course of the development of this plan and through insights
gained from community feedback, the depth of abuse of open
space and criminal and nuisance usage of existing green space in
Waterfront South has come to light. Though not a panacea, this
plan attempts to take these additional concerns into consideration
and employs the Jane Jacobs model of ‘eyes on the street’iii to build
a feeling of people watching, acknowledging, and discouraging
illicit use of these public spaces.

A green infrastructure project in CCMUA parking lot

The addition of GSI and placemaking amenities represent small
intervention to begin the neighborhood’s healing from these
past and, in some cases current, affronts to quality of life in
Waterfront South. Specific nuisances that GSI will help to mitigate
are flooding, puddling, air quality concerns, noise, and smell.
Benefits will include recreational opportunities, exercise and health
improvements, safety enhancements by taking back the streets,
activating spaces to engage people in their place, and adding more
‘eyes on the street’ to protect people from crime and degradation
of a feeling of wellbeing.
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1.2 Why Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (GSI)?
Historically, clean rain that becomes stormwater in Camden is
routed into the same pipes that are used to transport raw sewage
to the wastewater treatment plant, and eventually the Delaware
River. When this aging underground network becomes overloaded
during heavy rain and storm events, as well as large snow melts, is
designed (and permitted) to bypass the treatment plant entirely
and discharge stormwater, often mixed with raw sewage, directly
into the river; in some cases the system even overflows into the
neighborhood. Incremental improvements have been made and
there are now 28 ‘regulators’ that send the mix to 22 different
Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) ‘netting facilities’ that collect any
items (solids and floatables) that are larger than 1/2 inch to prevent
their discharge into Camden waterways via 22 different CSO outfall
pipes scattered throughout the city.iv

Map 1.2 Camden sewer network and
discharge points, courtesy: CCMUA

This network of underground piping is next to impossible to fix as it
is under the city’s roadways and sidewalks, and, if removed, would
need to be replaced with two systems, one for sewerage leading to
the CCMUA treatment facility and one for stormwater treatment.
Even if this network could be rebuilt, identifying a location of
this second treatment facility would be difficult to impossible; a
facility with the capacity to treat all of the rain that falls in this 9
square mile city would need to be massive. Rather than rebuilding
their entire underground stormwater network, municipalities
are increasingly opting to capture stormwater where it falls and
before it becomes runoff. If rainwater can be directed to places
where it can infiltrate back into the ground rather than entering
the CSS with whatever pollutants it encountered along the way,
it can become an asset rather than a liability. When stormwater
is absorbed by the ground, it can be used by plants which in turn
sequester carbon, help to rid the air of unhealthy particulate
matter, and buffer sounds and smells. Any rainwater not used
by plants can be absorbed through the soil layers, filtered, and
replenish the aquifer improving ecosystem health and increasing
the supply of drinking water.
Unlike grey stormwater infrastructure, which is characterized by
pipes that send untreated polluted runoff directly into local surface
water and the neighborhood when inundated, GSI is designed to
capture rainwater adjacent to where it lands on large impervious
structures like buildings, roads, parking lots, and sidewalks. This
gives the stormwater a chance to slow down for absorption by
vegetation or infiltrate the ground rather than becoming runoff.

GSI Benefits
GSI enhances neighborhoods in many ways and achieves ‘triple
bottom line’ results, or the 3Es of Environmental improvements,
Economic gain, and social Equityi.v,vi,vii In addition to its primary
surface water quality and flood control benefits, there are
secondary environmental enhancements through GSI’s ecosystem
services that improve the neighborhood habitat for its people,
especially in an urban environment, such as mitigation of heat
island effect with shade and temperature control, improved
biodiversity outcomes, and improved aesthetics. GSI can even
support economic gains, such as property value enhancements.
According to a study conducted in Portland, Oregon, street
trees added an average of $7,020 to the price of nearby houses.viii
Social equity is improved by traffic safety augmented by some
GSI measures and quality of life, as well as mental and physical
health for residents through placemaking elements described
below. Another benefit of GSI that is only recently being explored
is how it can reduce vulnerability to impacts from climate change.
Researchers have cautioned that the conjunction of climate and
urbanization will exacerbate current stormwater management
problems in cities in the coming years.ix GSI adaptations will help to
minimize these problems.

A green infrastructure project in Phoenix Park
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Placemaking Benefits
In addition to environmental benefits, GSI can be employed to
improve the quality of life for residents of the neighborhoods
where installed.x Generically called ‘placemaking,’ this added value
can improve the quality of relationships between people and places
through building community cohesion, strengthening of ties,
and empowerment of residents. Placemaking can also be used to
describe processes that engage residents and stakeholders with
sensitivity to local history, culture, architectural norms, as well as
community planning efforts that seek to ensure that these quality
of life, recreation, and community building opportunities will be
realized by the constructed projects.xi
Placemaking in this plan is a partnership with Waterfront South
residents and community organizations, reflecting their ideas
and addressing their concerns to create a neighborhood that is
more livable on a daily basis. Recreation, aesthetics, safety, and
gathering spaces were the focus of the placemaking initiatives
included, based on the input and feedback collected from local
residents, as described in Section 4.

1.3 Sponsor and Project Team
Camden County Municipal Utilities Authority (CCMUA) initiated
and funded this project in an effort to continue the GSI and
quality of life improvements that they have implemented for the
neighborhood. CCMUA’s Executive Director provided inspiration,
community contacts, critical direction, and guidance throughout
the project and staff provided technical support.

Cerulean, LLC, an environmental consulting and project
management firm, brought GSI professional Susan Harris to the
partnership, providing eighteen years of technical experience
to bear on Waterfront South’s issues. This Women Owned Small
Business (WOSB) has advised and led environmental projects in
the Delaware Valley regarding stormwater and pollutant reduction
planning, environmental compliance and permitting, and GSI
inspections and performance monitoring.
Heart of Camden assisted in the backbone of the plan. They offered
space, staff support, outreach, refreshments, and local credibility
to support the effort.
Camden FireWorks was generous with their space for community
events, their vision for the future of the neighborhood, and time in
brainstorming possibilities for the neighborhood.
Waterfront South residents, particularly our Photovoice
Participants and interviewees, were indispensable in their
contributions of time, concepts, and critiques that inform every bit
of this report.
Finally, professional advisors/potential regional partners
participated in a focus group that provided feedback and direction
for the plan. They and the institutions they represent may play
significant roles in the implementation of this plan.

Rowan University’s Research Experience for Diversity and Inclusion
(REDI) grant program provided additional financial support to this
project.
Community Planning + Visualization Lab at Rowan University’s
School of Earth and Environment was enlisted to bring its strong
commitment and depth of experience in community engagement
to Waterfront South. Additionally, students from spring 2019
Community Planning & Site Design studio course contributed
ideas and products. The Project Team harnessed the skills, energy,
and combined experience of multiple faculty, staff, students, and
professionals, utilizing cutting edge technologies and up-to-theminute academic research to tackle an entrenched challenge in a
much-maligned neighborhood.
Rowan University students worked on this
project in spring and summer of 2019
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1.4 Planning Tasks and
Section Organization
This project—spanning from the summer of 2018 to the end of
2019—had multiple phases of community engagement, literature
and environmental analysis, professional input, and several
feedback loops to incorporate new concepts and critiques
throughout the project. The Project Team completed the following
major tasks:

Overview
•

Understanding community profile and analyzing existing
conditions. This includes past planning efforts, current
realities on the ground, and flooding and stormwater analysis.
Section 2 summarizes these efforts.

The Process
•

•

Developing recommendations through community design.
The Project Team has conducted extensive community
outreach, collecting input throughout the project period.
This includes oral histories with key community leaders
and residents, intercept surveys, a park visitor hotline for
comments, two public meetings, a Photovoice activity
consisting of three unique elements with a resident focus
group, a professional focus group, and extensive one-onone resident interviews. Section 3 presents the process and
outcomes.

The Plan
•

Creating GSI and placemaking proposals for the
neighborhoods. The Project Team has created a graphical
master plan, identified appropriate GSI practice and the ideal
candidate sites, and prioritized projects with the best return
on investment for the funder and for the community. Section
5 lists and explains the GSI and placemaking recommendations
of the plan.

The Future
•

Developing plan implementation strategies. The Protect Team
has developed several strategies for implementation including
potential partners and funding sources. These strategies are
included in Section 6.

•

Delineating operation and maintenance techniques for GSI
practices. The most important element in the success of GSI
projects is their care and maintenance following installation.
Section 7 provides this guidance.

•

Finally, in Section 8, the Project Team offers some insights on
lessons learned and outlines potential future tasks.

Tailoring GSI practices to neighborhood needs. A list of
potential GSI treatments was developed based on existing
conditions analysis, communityinput, and a focus group with
GSI professionals. Section 4 captures these procedures as well
as the prioritization methods.as the prioritization methods.

A Photovoice participant
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Greening Camden Waterfront South

Overview
SECTION 2
Community Profile

Section 2 — Community Profile
2.1 Historic Context
First developed as the suburban neighborhood of Stockton in
1851, what is now known as Waterfront South was incorporated
into Camden City proper in 1871 as its Eighth Ward. During
the industrialization of the late 1880s and early 1900s, the
neighborhood ballooned; during this same period, much of its
current housing stock was built. The historic neighborhood,
dominated by brick row homes and the iconic Sacred Heart church,
was added to the National and State Historic Registers in 1990.
Historically, there was once a major creek, Little Newton Creek,
that ran through the neighborhood and was referred to as the
“Line Ditch” as it served a dividing line between two prominent
property owners in the 1700s. In 1906, the stream was covered up
for an enormous wool scouring mill at South 4th Street, Jackson
Street, and Ferry Avenue.

Eight destroyers of the Wickes class, New York Shipbuilding Corporation, Camden, New Jersey, 1919.
Source: U.S. Navy - Official U.S. Navy photo NH 43196 from the U.S. Navy Naval History and Heritage

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, make-shift communities
began to appear in Camden on top of dredge spoil deposits. These
deposits were placed along the shore of the Delaware River in
order to increase the land size of South Camden, making room
for more industry and people. Over the course of the next few
decades, leading up to the start of the Great Depression in 1929,
these small communities began to grow. Many people during
the time referred to them as the “Hoovervilles of Camden”;
these neighborhoods comprised of makeshift dwellings were
plagued by the financial crisis in America and home to some of the
poorest people in New Jersey. As the Depression subsided, these
decimated towns were eventually abandoned and the open land
that remained was revitalized through volunteer and community
efforts. Father Michael Doyle of Sacred Heart, facilitator of these
revitalization efforts and a prominent figure in the history of
Waterfront South, named the park Liney Ditch to not only honor
the history of the neighborhood but also the people who had
lived there during these atrocious times. These people were often
referred to by the affluent members of Camden as “Lineys”.i
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Environmental Justice

2.2 Neighborhood Demographics

In the 1950s and 1960s, Waterfront South resembled many postindustrial towns following the loss of its largest employer, the
New York Shipbuilding Corporation (NY Ship), the most productive
shipbuilding facility on the planet during World War II. Thirty-five
thousand people were employed at the shipyard during its peak
and many workers lived in the Waterfront South neighborhood;
during this time, Broadway had a vibrant shopping district and
residents reported a close-knit community feel.

The boundary of the Waterfront South neighborhood aligns with
Camden census tract 6018. According to US Census American
Community Survey (ACS) 2017 data, this 0.8 square mile tract has
485 households with 1,500 people (density 1,929 people per square
mile).iii These figures reflect a population in decline over the past
few decades.

Following the collapse of NY Ship after World War II,
suburbanization, disinvestment, and population decline decimated
the Waterfront South neighborhood. Simultaneously, the
community was targeted for industrial use after industrial use,
compounding the issues associated with the existing municipal
and county facilities. These land uses, wholly incompatible with
a residential neighborhood, exacerbated the Waterfront South
population’s pollution-related health issues.
The Waterfronts South neighborhood of just over 1,500 residents
with less than 500 households is home to the wastewater
treatment plant for the entirety of Camden County (a population
of over 500,000 people from 37 municipalities). The neighborhood
is also home to the site of the incineration of much of Camden
County’s solid waste. Waterfront South, which encompasses
roughly half of Camden’s Delaware Riverfront, is barely visible to
most residents as it is primarily utilized for an assortment of port
and warehouse facilities that generate a large number of industrial
traffic through the area. This heavy manufacturing, licorice and
gypsum production, and a range of other light industrial uses
create a toxic mix for the residents. Cancer, asthma, and other
health consequences are common problems for residents; the
associated smells, before efforts were made to remedy them, were
known to stretch the human capacity for stench toleration.ii These
industrial and uses have resulted in soil, air, and water pollution
while creating traffic road degradation.

A large majority of residents are non-Hispanic Black (47 percent);
non-Hispanic White residents comprise the next largest group
(12 percent). About 38 percent of the total population is Hispanic
(any race). Younger residents are more likely to be Hispanic, as
62 percent of children under 18 speak Spanish, while a majority
of adults 18 and over (65 percent) speak English. The malefemale ratio is 54-46 percent. A large segment of the population
is comprised of children under 18 (31 percent); approximately
61 percent of residents are aged 18 to 64. There is a dwindling
senior population (only 8 percent). Notably, the neighborhood’s
population is highly mobile; an estimated 21 percent of residents
have moved within the last year.
Approximately 63 percent of residents earn less than $50,000
a year and the median household income is $29,922, about half
that of Camden County at large. Given this, it is unsurprising that
38 percent of children under 18 and 23 percent of seniors over
65 live in poverty. Overall, 34.2 percent of Waterfront South
residents live in poverty, more than double the rate of Camden
County. With regard to educational attainment, 27 percent of the
neighborhood’s population does not have a high school degree and
only 16 percent have a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Of the neighborhood’s 630 housing units, 23 percent are estimated
to be vacant; among occupied units, 59 percent are owner
occupied.

The port, the local corporations, the city, county, state, and federal
government, in partnership with groups across the city (the parties
responsible for the historical contamination of the neighborhood),
are looking to repay their debt to the neighborhood with
initiatives to clean up the environmental contamination and
improve quality of life for residents. Through the implementation
of GSI, placemaking investments, economic development on a
neighborhood scale, and wholesale environmental cleanup and
reinvestment, it is hoped that some of the historical wrongs may
be righted.
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2.3 Existing Condition Analysis
Residential Blocks
Two-story row houses, primarily date back to the early 20th
century though some are from the 19th century, are the dominant
form of housing. While many of the homes are in good condition,
vacant and boarded up homes are not an uncommon sight. The
facades of these homes range from the original brick or stucco to
more eclectic choices such as asphalt shingles. Most of the housing
stock appears to be roughly the same two-story row, though their
widths vary from two to three windows on the second story (some
in a bay window configuration) with most having two windows and
a door on the first floor.
Some blocks appear to have deeper homes than others; it is
difficult to see what happens in the backyard areas, with the
exception of some oddly shaped blocks that have streets that
radiate, exposing the backside of its homes. These examples
suggest that each of the homes has a backyard abutting the back
of their cross-block neighbor. Aerial photography suggests that
many of the backyards have mature trees. There are some streets
with houses that have front porches and others that only have a
limited front stoop.
Some pockets of the neighborhood have manicured plantings
and well-maintained gates and fences; however, there are long
stretches of residential streets with nothing but impervious cover
between the houses and the street. The front set back is minimal in
most of the neighborhood, though some streets have bigger front
yards.

Jasper Street holiday decorations
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There are three large blocks in the center of the neighborhood
nearly completely occupied by row houses. Bounded by Broadway,
4th, Winslow and Jasper, this section appears to be the heart of
the residential area. Many of the other surrounding blocks are
less uniform; they have more gaps where row homes have been
demolished mid-block, less linear feet of contiguous homes and
more commercial interests and other mixed uses especially on the
corners.
Many Waterfront South homes have front porches; these porches
are often where neighbors interface with one another and show
their pride in the form of flags, plants, and other decorations. Some
residents have installed iron bars on the outside of their porch
and placed more valuable items there. Participants in the public
engagement activities of this project suggested that front porches
are a cherished venue for self-expression within the neighborhood,
and a place for gathering and communicating with passersby as an
important inter-neighborhood communication means.

Industrial Areas
The Delaware River waterfront, from Wiggins Park to CCMUA, is
still very much industrial and commercial. The investment plan
for the neighborhood reimagines this area as parklands and
linked green space; however, this seems unlikely as the area is
already home to the Georgia–Pacific Gypsum plant, Camden Iron
and Metal, National Paper Recycling, and other apparently wellestablished, functioning facilities.
Perhaps the most defining industrial site in the neighborhood is
CCMUA’s wastewater treatment plant. Though the plant has come
a long way since its unmitigated odors made life for the residents
borderline intolerable, mitigations have not removed the smell
entirely.

CCMUA plant

Continuing south along the river, the entire waterfront is marked
by industrial uses with the small exception of Phoenix Park. After
the Park is Mafco Worldwide, Essroc Cement, Holtec International,
and South Jersey Port Corporation. Newton Creek cuts off the area
from the Delaware River Port Authority and the Walt Whitman
Bridge.

Map 2.1 Camden Waterfront South Land Use Map
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Some of the industrial facilities are well-groomed and appear both
successful and inviting; however, many, especially those nearest
the residential sections of the neighborhood, look neglected,
haphazard, and potentially unsafe. Most but not all of these
facilities have significant fencing and obstructions to keep the
public out. Additionally, many vacant lots within the neighborhood
once served as the location for industrial uses; while these
brownfields hold potential for redevelopment, it is estimated that
over 1,850 tons of contaminated soil lie within the Waterfront
South neighborhood.

Photo by participant #12

Both past and present industrial uses are detrimental to
Waterfront South residents, must contend with truck traffic,
particulate matter, decrepit properties, noxious odors, and health
hazards.

Commercial Spaces
Photo by participant #9

Broadway features a number of well-kept commercial buildings;
however, the number of successful looking businesses is small in
comparison to a typical successful business district. The rule of
thumb is that there needs to be a cluster of 6-7 businesses for a
successful block section; or 40 percent of a neighborhood should
be commercial. Waterfront South has a way to go before it has a
critical mass of functioning businesses to make such a district.
Photo by participant #13

In addition to a few small businesses like Chinese takeout
restaurants and bodegas, the neighborhood is also home to more
industrial-adjacent businesses than one would customarily see
in a residential neighborhood (e.g. auto glass, auto repair, and
businesses to business enterprises). This would seem to be one of
the many downsides to having industrial and residential uses in the
same neighborhood. Small businesses that exist for the benefit
of residents are few and far between. The Broadway Corridor,
which is mentioned in the previous planning documents as a place
targeted to grow as a shopping and business district, has some
businesses of this nature but they are interrupted by industrial,
vacant, and uninviting properties.

Historic District
There are a number of historic buildings in this neighborhood. In
fact, the South Camden Historic District is a National and State
Historic District owing primarily to the churches.iv Most churches,
especially the Sacred Heart Church and School, are ornate
structures that are well-maintained. On Broadway, the historic Star
Theater, restored to house the Heart of Camden, and the recently
established Shipyard and Maritime Museum, housed in an old
church, contribute to some of the more aesthetically appealing
streetscapes in the neighborhood.
At each end of the neighborhood on Broadway there is gateway
signage saying “Welcome to the Historic Village of Waterfront
South” installed in a landscaped stone semicircle on vacant parcels.
The one at the south end is at the intersection of Broadway and
Chelton Avenue NW corner; the rest of the parcel is overgrown
with a billboard facing Broadway (the lot is owned by a media
company). The one at the north end of the neighborhood is at the
southeast corner of intersection of Broadway and Jackson Avenue;
this parcel is owned by the City and has some green space and
plantings at the corner despite a lack of pedestrian access.

Photo by participant #10
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Parks and Open Spaces
The project area has two major parks—Phoenix and Liney Ditch—
as well as several pocket parks.

Phoenix Park: Photo by participant #4

Fishing Pier: Photo by participant #6

Phoenix Park
Officially opened on June 2nd, 2015, this 5.3 acre park is the
product of brownfield redevelopment. Originally used as a mineral
import-export starting in 1898, many different industries came
and went over the years, including an industrial chemical factory.
Eventually, the structures on the property were torn down and
the parcel was abandoned for over 20 years. Nearly one hundred
years of industrial use made the property unsafe for human use,
as chemicals and other dangerous materials had leached into the
soil. When CCMUA purchased the property and constructed a
new park, they decided to call it Phoenix Park as a symbol of their
efforts to “rise from the ashes of crumbled industry.” CCMUA
facilitated the efforts to remediate the soil and, after several years
of work, Phoenix Park opened its doors to the Waterfront South
neighborhood, reconnecting its residents to the Delaware River
Waterfront that has been dominated by industrial use for many
decades.v

Waterfront Walkway Signage

Michael J Doyle Fishing Pier
Roughly halfway between the Walt Whitman Bridge and Benjamin
Franklin Bridge where the Delaware River meets Jackson Street
is a fishing pier, first named Millennium Park when it opened in
2002 and dedicated in 2009 to the 35 year Monsignor from Sacred
Heart Church who tirelessly advocated for CCMUA to clean up
the smell in the neighborhood. With its chess tables, benches,
and fishing access, it is a well-used park dedicated to a well-loved
neighborhood hero. This pier is owned and maintained by CCMUA.
Waterfront Walkway
There is a pathway along the Delaware River connecting the
Fishing Pier with Phoenix Park. It is owned and operated by CCMUA
and skirts their operational facility with views of the working
waterfront.
Liney Ditch Park
Spanning about 6.3 acres adjacent to the residential portion of
the Waterfront South neighborhood is Liney Ditch Park, owned
and maintained by the City of Camden. This park provides several
amenities, including plenty of open green space; recreational
courts for basketball, tennis, and wall ball; a small amphitheater
for community events; and a playground for children. The park
contains biophilia spread throughout, including a community

Liney Ditch Park
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garden located adjacent to the South 4th Street entrance.
Community gardens have become very popular in growing cities
and have the potential to provide healthy food to neighborhoods
where residents have limited access to fresh produce, as well as
build a sense of community between residents. Additionally, many
deciduous and evergreen trees line the western border of the
park, which it shares with CCMUA. There are three access points
to the park on S 4th Street and Jasper Street, from the CCMUA
administrative building parking lot off Ferry Avenue, and from
Phoenix Park’s connecting pathway. A chain link fence borders the
perimeter of the property.

Peace Park
This pocket park is located at the corner of Broadway Street and
Ferry Avenue, at one of Waterfront South’s busiest intersections.
It measures approximately 0.2 acres in size and is owned and
maintained by the City of Camden. The park’s location makes it
one of the first things people notice when driving through the
neighborhood. Within the park are various species of trees and
plants, a permeable footpath to allow for access through the park,
and several lamp posts to light it up at night. Bordering the parcel
is a fence about a foot in height. Overall, this pocket park is in
average condition and serves the community well.

Phoenix Park & Liney Ditch Connecting Path
In the spring/summer of 2019, a footpath connecting Phoenix
Park to Liney Ditch Park was installed to increase access from the
neighborhood to Phoenix Park. Residents of Waterfront South
can now access Phoenix the park without needing to walk through
a heavily industrial section of a neighborhood. This project was
completed by CCMUA after obtaining an easement from the
property that separates the two parks. Now that residents can
walk from Phoenix to Liney Ditch, they can make a loop along the
riverfront and, through the Father Doyle Fishing Pier, and back to
the neighborhood, providing a safer walking or exercise circuit
around the neighborhood.
Memorial Park
Located along Broadway Street and bordered by Jefferson Avenue
to the south is Memorial Park, owned and maintained by the City
of Camden and sponsored by American Legion Post 274. This
pocket park is comprised of about a half acre of green space,
consisting of a small footpath that surrounds a stone memorial,
dedicated to World War II veterans from the 8th Ward (includes
Waterfront South.) The majority of the parcel is permeable, with
plenty of grass and open space along with a few trees scattered
about. In front of the memorial is a flag-pole encircled by a small
garden planted with flowers. Memorial Park provides Waterfront
South residents with a connection to Camden’s rich history and
includes the names of 24 men who died in the war and 900 others
who served. Unfortunately, the park lacks adequate maintenance,
evidenced by the deteriorating concrete and patchy grass;
subsequently, the park appears to be predominantly used for illicit
activities.vi

Photo by participant #3
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Sister Peg Hynes Park
This pocket park is owned and maintained by the City of Camden
and serves as a memorial to a woman whose mission was to
provide home ownership for lower income families in Camden.
Sister Peg Hynes served as the Director of The Heart of Camden
Housing for 16 years up until her passing in 2002, leaving a heroic
legacy behind as her efforts made a huge impact on the lives of
many people in the community.

Waterfront South Rain Gardens
At the northeast corner of the intersection of South Broadway and
Chelton Avenue is a series of rain gardens. This densely planted
parcel was implemented for stormwater management, owned
and maintained by CCMUA, but also provides nicely groomed open
space with pathways for walking through.

Flooding and Stormwater Issues
An evaluation of land cover distribution for the Waterfront
South neighborhood resulted in primarily medium (49.9 percent
coverage) and high-density (31.5 percent coverage) land use.
Open space only accounted for 2.3 percent of the project area.viii
Camden’s overall impervious cover average is 54 percent.ix
The majority of land surfaces in the project area are comprised
of concrete and asphalt ( impervious coverings), which prevent
stormwater from infiltrating into the ground. This contributes to
the neighborhood’s flooding issues. When pitched correctly, these
surfaces may direct stormwater runoff toward inlets in order to
be drained into the sewer; however, this only further promotes
flooding events when the influx of water inundates the system,
causing overflow.

Stone Circle Park
Located on the same block as Peace Park is Stone Circle Park, on
the corner of Carl Miller Boulevard and Ferry Avenue. The park’s
name is an embodiment of its design, consisting of open grass,
various trees, and features a stone circle arranged out of a series
of large rocks in the center. Bordering the 0.2 acre parcel is a
wooden split rail fence that is falling apart in numerous places,
which suggests that regular maintenance is lacking. The previously
abandoned land was purchased for one dollar by the Camden
Redevelopment Agency and revitalized into a green space for
community use.
Circle Park (2)
This pocket park, located at Broadway Street and Carl Miller
Boulevard, is approximately 0.2 acres of open space. There is very
little vegetation apart from the grass, and in the center of the
parcel is a wooden cross surrounded by a circle of medium sized
rocks. This pocket park is privately owned according to Camden
County Parcel Map.vii
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Photo by participant #1

Photo by participant #13

Due to the neighborhood’s high volume of industrial traffic, as
well as lack of investment from the City of Camden, much of the
impervious surface is dilapidated with cracks and large holes.
During extended periods of rainfall, water may be more likely to
remain on roads and sidewalks whose deteriorating state allows
for water to collect and stand. Most sidewalks in the project area
are dilapidated to the point where they have become hazardous
for pedestrians, with cracks and missing chunks that are tripping
hazards and can cause bodily injuries. Additionally, many of
the street trees running parallel to the sidewalks are in poor
condition, with improper maintenance and vandalism making
them an eyesore more than anything. All these factors make the
neighborhood appear neglected and dangerous/inconvenient for
vehicular, bicycle, and foot traffic. Replacing as much impervious
surface as possible with porous pavements or grass can help
to decrease the severity of flooding events by allowing more
stormwater to infiltrate into the ground.

A lack of adequate stormwater infrastructure and a CSS results
in inlets overflowing onto streets and sidewalks, and in extreme
cases into resident’s homes. Many community members have
spoken up about the issue, pointing out areas where the flooding is
most problematic. What is even more harmful is the fact that some
of this stormwater can come into contact with the wastewater,
posing a biohazard and fostering repugnant odors.. After
heavy rainfall, the neighborhood often retains standing water
throughout the roadways and sidewalks, making the neighborhood
look unattractive and causing structural damage to these surfaces.
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Flooding on Lansdowne Ave

Flooding on South 4th St

Non-maintenance of inlets in Liney Ditch Park

Non-maintenance of inlets at Jackson St & Ferry St

2.4 Community and
Cultural Organizations
A number of groups are working hard to improve conditions for the
residents of Waterfront South, helping the community recuperate
from many decades of neglect, disinvestment, and environmental
injustices. The involvement and commitment of Father Doyle,
the Sacred Heart Church and School, and the Heart of Camden,
along with several universities and legal aid organizations, have
empowered and assisted residents a great deal.
Institutions that have had significant positive impacts on the
residents of the neighborhood include (in alphabetic order):
Camden Fireworks—Camden Fireworks art gallery is a community
driven arts and social change organization that empowers
residents of Camden to embrace their creativity and artistic
abilities by providing access to a creative space for all to enjoy.x
Camden City Transition Academy— Located at 1701 South 6th Street,
this alternative education school aims to help youth reach their full
potential and improve their academic performance with creative
instructional strategies. Serves grades 6-12.

Camden Shipyard & Maritime Museum

Community garden of CFET

Camden Rescue Mission Inc.— A 92-year-old nonprofit organization
provides services to lower income families and residents of
Camden, such as food donations, shelter emergency clothing,
furniture, counseling, or anything else they may be in need of.xi
Camden Shipyard and Maritime Museum—A museum honoring
Camden’s rich history as a shipbuilding industrial city invites
residents to learn about their community’s past through different
exhibits and educational activities.xii
Center for Environmental Transformation—The CFET is a non-profit
organization devoted to beautifying the neighborhoods of Camden
through the implementation of gardens and green space. Eve’s
Gardens is a project facilitated by the CFET in Waterfront South;
this urban farming project focuses on the installation of gardens in
various locations throughout the neighborhood.xiii
Fellowship House of South Camden—Provides free after-school care
to children within the Camden School District with programs and
summer camps to support the kid’s physical and emotional needs
for prosperous growth. Located on Broadway and serving grades
1-4, they hope to expand and grades 1-8 in the future.xiv

Camden FireWorks: Photo by participant #2
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Grace Apostolic Church—An Apostolic Church located on
Lansdowne Avenue.
Heart of Camden—Founded in 1984 by Father Doyle, of Sacred
Heart Church, the Heart of Camden’s mission is to restore dignity
and quality of life through programs of housing restoration,
economic expansion, and human development. Since its inception,
the HOC—as a multi-faceted community developer—has built and
rehabilitated homes for over 350 families, developed a flourishing
arts and cultural district, and collaborated with partners on
cleaning and greening the neighborhood by building new play
spaces and providing access to the waterfront.xv
Holy Bethel Pentecostal Temple— Place of Worship for those who
practice Pentecostal, located on Broadway.
Heart of Camden

Mickle Elementary School—Public Institution located on Filmore
Street, serving grades K-5.
Mighty Writers—Located directly across the street from Sacred
Heart on Broadway, Mighty Writers is an intensive writing academy
for the youth of the neighborhood with the goal of increasing
literacy skills through year-round four-day-a-week sessions.xvi
Nick Virgilio Writers House—Founded in 1989, this organization’s
mission is to encourage Camden residents to participate in the
creative and spiritual exercise of writing poetry in an effort to
cultivate community bonds and encourage literacy — especially
amongst youth.xvii

South Camden Theater Company

Sacred Heart Church—This Christian church located in the heart of
Waterfront South at the intersection of Broadway, Jasper Street,
and Ferry Avenue seeks to bring hope to the residents of Camden
through worship.xviii
Sacred Heart Grade School—Located adjacent to the Sacred Heart
Church, the Grade School is a Camden Partnership School for
grades K-8, offering a safe learning environment for the at-risk
youth of Waterfront South through rigorous, faith-based studentcentered education.xix

Sacred Heart Church

South Camden Theater Company—Camden’s first professional
theatre company, located on the corner of Jasper Street and South
4th Street, puts on productions year-round to help to anchor the
Waterfront South Arts District and promote South Camden’s
rebirth through interesting and positive experiences.xx
Youth on the Move New Hope Church/ New Hope Temple—Jackson
Street affiliated places of worship.
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2.5 Existing GSI Projects
In addition to open space providing green infrastructure, there are
also specifically planned and constructed GSI installations in the
neighborhood. More than 80 GSI projects have been implemented
in various neighborhoods of Camden, seven of which are located
in the project area. Many of these implementation efforts have
been facilitated by Camden’s Stormwater Management and
Resource Training Initiative, or Camden SMART, founded in 2011.xxi
The goal of this program is to incorporate new GSI in the City,
provide training to the individuals involved in these projects, and
develop stormwater management policies that can help revitalize
the neighborhoods most affected by the harmful externalities of
industrial uses. Camden SMART is a collaborative initiative involving
multiple entities including:
• City of Camden
• CCMUA
• Cooper’s Ferry Partnership
• Rutgers Cooperative Extension
• New Jersey Tree Foundation
• NJ Department of Environmental Protection
• Community organizations and residents

Waterfront South Rain Gardens:
Photo by participant #18

GSIs in Phoenix Park @ 227 Jefferson Street—Phoenix Park is one
of the largest pieces of GSI within the City, collecting millions of
gallons of stormwater every year. Featuring three wildflower
meadows, strategically placed in different locations of the park,
deep root systems allow stormwater runoff to permeate into the
ground. The park contains minimal impervious surface aside from
the parking lot, as a gravel pathway that circles the space allows for
stormwater to be drained through it. The amount of open space
allows for recreational activities to take place, and the addition
of trees around the perimeter minimizes runoff. The park also
includes an overlook plaza with views of the Philadelphia skyline
and the Delaware River, some benches and tables variously placed
throughout, and an armored embankment to prevent erosion.
Recently the CCMUA received a Community-based Marine Debris
Removal Grant, supported by the NOAA Marine Debris Program, as
part of plans to establish a living shoreline along the Phoenix Park
and water treatment facility waterfront. A living shoreline is “a
protected, stabilized coastal edge made of natural materials such
as plants, sand, or rock.”xxii In addition to looking beautiful once
fully grown, living shorelines also provide habitat to threatened or
endangered marine life as well as help to buffer floods and prevent
erosion. Once completed, this freshwater urban living shoreline

project will be the first of its kind in the state of New Jersey,
connecting the Waterfront South community to the Delaware River
and their environment.xxiii
Waterfront South Rain Gardens @ Broadway and Chelton—This
project lies at the main entrance into the Waterfront South
neighborhood, along its busiest street, Broadway. The property
is owned by the CCMUA, who developed it in coordination with
the City of Camden to provide new GSI for the community. Within
the park are four unique rain gardens, each providing stormwater
management for a portion of the neighborhood regularly burdened
with flooding.
In the center is a Tree and Shrub Rain Garden with six species
including Witchhazel shrubs, Inkberry Holly shrubs, Red Twig
Dogwood shrubs, Sweet pepperbush plants, Black-eyed Susan
flowers, and Purple Coneflowers. Along the western border of the
park is a Wet Meadow Rain Garden with nine plant species that
facilitate stormwater infiltration. In the bottom left corner of the
park, a Butterfly Habitat Rain Garden contains numerous flowering
plant species to attract native bird and insect species and bring life
to the gardens. Finally, there is a small Native Grass Rain Garden
in the bottom right corner of the park that hosts three species of
native grasses as well as two species of flowering plants.
The park also features a small walkway lined with benches, enticing
community members to walk through the park and explore. A
series of native trees, shrubs, and flowers allow for rainwater to
penetrate the soil instead of flowing into sewers as runoff. Its
high visibility at the gateway and on the neighborhood’s largest
throughway means that its flowering plants and vibrant colors
beautify the neighborhood and help to set the tone for the
greening of Waterfront South.xxiv
GSIs in Liney Ditch Park @ 351 Jasper Street—On October 15th, 2013
the largest tree planting in Camden’s history took place at Liney
Ditch Park facilitated by NJTF with assistance from the City of
Camden, CCMUA, and TD Bank. The resulting 117 deciduous and
evergreen trees, adjacent to the CCMUA wastewater treatment
plant, manage stormwater, improve air quality, reduce odors from
the plant, provide shade for people and wildlife, and generally
beautify Liney Ditch and the water treatment plant. The trees
create a “shelterbelt” or windbreak (a line[s] of trees, shrubs, or
other vegetation that are specifically arranged to redirect and
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reduce wind speeds). They create upwind and downwind shelter
zones, which intercept dusts, gases, and microbial particles that
are normally carried in a gust of wind; this makes them extremely
effective at combating the odors of the plant. These trees also
capture stormwater runoff with their root systems, preventing an
estimated 230,000 gallons of stormwater from ending up in the
sewers each year.xxv
Rain Garden @ 1656 Ferry Avenue — For this project the City of
Camden worked in conjunction with CCMUA, who owns the
property, to install a 900 square feet rain garden. It is located
directly across Ferry Avenue from the CCMUA headquarters,
in a low-lying section of the neighborhood that frequently
floods during heavy rainfall. This rain garden was constructed
in the spring of 2011 and was associated with a two-day training
workshop intended for landscape professionals to learn how to
properly install them. NJTF provided a planting plan, specifying the
species of trees, shrubs, and flowers best suited for the area. The
rain garden serves as a vital strategy to help reduce the amount of
stormwater that flows into Camden’s combined sewer system.xxvi

CSO Area CO3 @ Jackson Street—This project contains a few
different stormwater management interventions that all work
together to prevent overflow from the CSS. The concept was
produced by CCMUA, who owns the property in this location. Some
of the design concepts include two native planted swales, pervious
concrete on the sidewalk, an additional inlet for drainage, and
specific grading to direct stormwater to the inlet.xxvii
Native Plant Nursery @ Ferry and Jackson— CFET, in collaboration
with CCMUA, developed a native plant nursery located directly
behind the CCMUA’s building.xxviii The goal of this project was to
grow plants for use in new or existing GSI projects throughout
Camden. The plants can be harvested and sold to the City, who will
replant them in rain gardens. Not only does this generate revenue
and provide opportunities for work, these plants are healthier
for the gardens and bold colors can add some aesthetic to the
neighborhood. Species grown on site include:
• Blue Lobelia — Lobelia siphilitica
• Blueflag Iris — Iris versicolor
• Brown-eyed Susan — Rudbeckia hirta
• Canadian Goldenrod — Solidago canadensis
• Cardinal Flower — Lobelia cardinalis
• False Sunflower — Heliopsis helianthoides
• Foxglove Beardtongue — Penstemon digitalis
• New England Aster — Aster novae-angliae
• Purple Coneflower — Echinacea purpurea
• Swamp Milkweed — Asclepias syriaca
• Wild Bergamont — Monarda fistulosa
CCMUA @ 1645 Ferry Avenue—This project, though mainly focused
on improvements to the parking lot located on the property,
included several GSI elements. Broken or cracked sections of the
lot were replaced with pervious surfaces to allow some rainwater
to infiltrate the ground. A couple sections of parking spaces, about
3,260 square feet, were replaced with porous asphalt, further
increasing rainwater infiltration. Finally, a curbed 740 square-feet
rain garden was implemented in the center of the parking lot in
order to collect and filter runoff water; any overflow is directed to
the sewers.xxix

Rain Garden @ 1656 Ferry Avenue

Participants #2, #4, and #5 documented issues related to
stormwater, roads, and sidewalk condition
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2.6 Social-Environmental Issues
One of Waterfront South’s biggest challenges related to green
infrastructure is improper maintenance. Many existing projects
or green spaces are not regularly maintained, which can give rise
to many issues. GSI maintenance is important to ensure that the
system is functioning properly; this is especially critical in the
case of rain gardens, which are specifically designed to maximize
stormwater infiltration, as their efficiency will decrease if they are
not regularly tended to. Maintenance includes everything from
weeding and mowing to replanting. If GSI is neglected for too long,
it will no longer serve its original purpose and becomes a waste of
money and resources. Proper maintenance also prevents existing
GSI from losing its ability to beautify a neighborhood; if these
spaces become overgrown and begin deteriorating, it decreases
the aesthetic value of the neighborhood and may deter residents
from using the space.
Accompanying a lack of green infrastructure maintenance is the
buildup of trash within these spaces. An absence of trash cans and
routine cleanups, combined with a lack of consideration for the
city/environment may result in people throwing their garbage onto
the ground. This takes away from the potential aesthetic of a green
space, making it look improperly maintained, underutilized, and
neglected, disinclining usage. Trash also contributes to stormwater
management issues, as an influx of loose garbage scattered along
roads and sidewalk can be swept up by runoff water and clog
sewers and inlets. This is a common problem in the Waterfront
South neighborhood; along with Camden’s CSS, this garbage only
increases the chances of a flooding event during extended periods
of precipitation.
With improper maintenance some existing green infrastructure
within Waterfront South appears neglected and underutilized,
which can entice criminals to use the spaces for illegal activities.
According to many accounts from residents of Waterfront South,
crimes such as drug use and prostitution are rampant within these
locations. Residents will often find drug paraphernalia in their
green spaces, such as needles and narcotic packaging; additionally,
many residents report witnessing prostitution after nightfall. A lack
of lighting within these spaces may contribute to the prevalence of
crime.

Participant #1 documented issues related to stormwater, green
space maintenance, and illegal dumping in the neighborhood
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2.7 Concluding Remarks
One of the most persistent issues Waterfront South faces is
flooding in the streets, and in some cases residents’ basements.
GSI, such as parks comprised of permeable surfaces, rain gardens,
and tree trenches, can play a significant role in mitigating the
effects of the neighborhood’s inadequate sewer system. Although
vacant lots are traditionally associated with problems such as
illegal dumping and impervious surfaces, many have the potential
to become assets through the implementation of GSI as evidenced
by several existing projects throughout Waterfront South.
In addition to reducing the severity of flooding by allowing
stormwater to infiltrate into the ground rather than running
off into inlets along the roads, the conversion of vacant lots to
green spaces featuring GSI can contribute to the beautification of
Waterfront South.
Following this review of existing conditions, the Project
Team concluded that formulating proposals for new GSIs and
placemaking projects within the project area should prioritize
recommendations derived from environmental assessment and
extensive community engagement.
Section 3 and 4 illustrate the Project Team’s methodology and
extensive community and stakeholder engagement to create
conceptual plans for GSI and placemaking projects within
existing green spaces. The input obtained through these
community engagement activities was vitally important in the
conceptualization and prioritization of these proposals.

Photo by participant #2
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Section 3 — GSI Identification &
Prioritization Process
This plan identifies priority projects with an emphasis on achieving
measurable improvements to water quality through watershed
restoration, retrofits of existing land and implementation of GSI.
Development of the plan began through a process which included
identification of suitable land available for potential stormwater
control measures and land management strategies to address
water quality, flooding, and erosion. A desktop analysis utilizing
Camden Property Data Explorer, Parcel Viewer, Google Earth, and
all available land use data was completed to compile a database of
land parcels and documented area and ownership of the parcels.
Public, private, abandoned/vacant, and Institutional ownership
determinations were made to guide decisions on suitability.

3.1 GSI Project Types
The types of GSI projects identified by the Project Team include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bioswale
Constructed wetlands
Green roofs
Naturalized areas
Parking lot retrofits
Rain gardens
Rooftop capture and reuse
Stormwater bumpouts
Tree trenchesRain

Following the desktop analysis, GSI determinations were made
on select sites through on the ground field investigation.
Consideration was given to locations of existing GSI, existing land
use, and visibility. Findings of site visits, modeling results, and data
on potential runoff and pollutant volume reductions were used to
guide placement and anticipated benefits of implementation of GSI
projects.
Given the relatively flat topography and minimal open space
availability, the opportunities to convey any significant drainage
area into new GSI features were limited. While opportunities for
new projects were identified and included in this plan, the Project
Team found the most impactful projects would be retrofitting
existing parks and other green or vacant spaces.
The projects identified will provide an accelerated method for
implementation of priority community-based conservation
projects that improve water quality.

Rain garden: Photo by participant #15

Wildflower Meadow at Phoenix Park
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PARKING LOT RETROFITS

NATURALIZED AREAS

STORMWATER BUMPOUTS

Parking lot subsurface chamber system provides
storage and reduce impervious surface. Subsurface
storage features can provide up to 90 percent void
space for stormwater management. This system is
ideal for retrofitting impervious areas where land is
not available for installation of surface features. A
subsurface chamber system removes a high percentage
of phosphorus, nitrogen, lead, zinc, suspended
solids, and organic compounds from the runoff via
infiltration. Additionally, this system allows for more
controlled infiltration into the ground, replenishes the
surrounding soil and aquifer, and avoids redirecting
stormwater to a watercourse.

Naturalization is the process of transforming a
cultivated landscape, such as a lawn, into a more
natural landscape. Natural landscapes feature native
plants arranged to mimic naturally occurring habitat,
such as forest, wetlands, or meadow. Low maintenance
plantings and trees/shrubs result in thermal reductions,
improved infiltration, and beautification.

Stormwater bumpouts lie upstream of storm drains
and are designed to manage runoff from sidewalks and
streets and to create a traffic calming effect. They are
curb extensions that allow drainage to pass through
vegetated system before entering storm inlet.

Source: Wikimedia Commons
Source: Broken City Lab

Source: WaterWorld

Source: Philadelphia Green Street Manual
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BIOSWALES

RAIN GARDENS

CONSTRUCTED WETLAND

A bioswale is designed as a conveyance feature which
provides treatment through plants and soil as water
flows through the feature. Bioswales are usually linear
systems, designed to manage runoff from a large
impervious area, such as a parking lot or roadway. They
often require use of engineered soils and are deeper
than rain gardens, because they need to accommodate
greater quantities of stormwater. Bioswales can
effectively manage stormwater by reducing flow
velocity and filtering stormwater. They are vegetated
with plants that can withstand both heavy watering
and drought.

Rain gardens are smaller systems with a slight
depression where rainwater runoff naturally drains and
can be easily collected. These gardens may be built near
buildings where downspouts capture roof runoff or out
in the landscape. They are vegetated with plants that
can withstand both heavy watering and drought. The
existing soil is often used in rain gardens if it provides
adequate water infiltration rates, although native soils
can be amended with some sand or compost if needed.

A constructed wetland is an artificial wetland created
for the purpose of treating stormwater runoff. It
is a shallow marsh systems planted with emergent
vegetation. The system uses natural processes
involving wetland vegetation, filter bed-consisting
usually of a combination of sand and gravel, soils, and
their associated microbial assemblages to improve
water quality. Some constructed wetlands may also
serve as a habitat for native and migratory wildlife.

Source: Clemson Extension’s Water Resources Program

Source: Friends of Bolin Creek

Source: Natural Building Blog

Source: Clemson Extension’s Water Resources
Program Team

Source: Friends of Bolin Creek
Source: Natural Systems International

Source: Washington State University Extension
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ROOFTOP CAPTURE + REUSE

TREE TRENCHES

GREEN ROOFS

Rain Barrels or Cisterns can be used for irrigation or
washing cars. The system could include perforated pipe
discharge to planting beds to provide a constant slow
release.

A stormwater tree trench is an engineered system of
trees that are connected by an underground infiltration
structure to manage the incoming runoff. The trench
is dug along the sidewalk, lined with a permeable geotextile fabric, filled with stone or gravel, and topped
off with soil and trees. Stormwater runoff is stored in
the empty spaces between the stones, watering the
trees, and slowly infiltrating through the bottom. If
the system exceeds its capacity, stormwater runoff
can bypass it and flow into an existing street inlet. This
retrofit opportunity provides high pollutant removal
rates and is an aesthetically appealing option for
stormwater control along sidewalks.

A green roof is a roof that has been partially or
completely covered with living vegetation and a
growing medium, planted over a waterproofing
membrane, to provide stormwater management,
cooling, natural habitat, and other benefits. Green
roofs can be added to existing roofs of a building or
other structures.

RAIN BARRELS
A rain barrel is a storage container connected to a
downspout that captures stormwater runoff from the
roof. Once the barrel is full, excess water will flow back
into the downspout. The stored water can be used for
plants or outdoor cleaning.

Source: Moore Farms Botanical Garden
Source: Phillywatersheds.org (left)
Source: Eagle Bay Pavers (right)

FLOW-THROUGH PLANTERS
Flow-through planters can be used next to buildings
where soil moisture is a potential concern. They are
designed to treat and detain stormwater runoff—via
downspouts leading from the roofs—without allowing
seepage into the underlying soil.

Source: NJ Future

Source: National Park Services

Source: Phillywatershed.org
Source: Welsh wildlife

Source: Making Lewis
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3.2 Triple Bottom Line Analysis
and Prioritization
All projects were considered for their economic, environmental
and social equity benefits. By considering a triple bottom line
approach, the Project Team strives to maximize success of projects
on multiple parameters.
Environmental — From an environmental perspective, criteria such
as capture area, current land use, pollutant removal efficiency,
volume of stormwater managed were all evaluated and assigned
a ranking. A project with a larger contributing drainage area was
given a higher score due to ability to manage stormwater volume
and reduce nonpoint source pollution. A project which would
manage an impervious area (i.e. parking lot), versus a pervious (i.e.
lawn) would also rank higher. Additionally, projects in closer range
to the existing stormwater system also ranked higher related to
constructability and interception of stormwater discharges.

Economic — Consideration was given to strength of potential
partnerships and ability of a project/landowner to attain match.
Projects which had high or complicated levels post construction
maintenance where ranked lower than projects where minimal
maintenance is required to sustain.
Equity — Though subjective, each project was ranked for its
community preference (from community events, interviews,
and focus groups), its prominence or visibility (with extra credit
given for projects that were on or visible to Broadway which was
identified in previous plans as the critical corridor), beautification
(removing/restoring trash-filled eyesores, abandoned lots etc.),
appearance (projects with flowers or ornamental plants), and
anticipated institutional support for maintenance/adoption (this
was particularly linked to the ownership of the parcel where the
project was proposed).
Content from and the process for gathering community input is
described in next section.
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Section 4 — Community Input
& Visioning Process
Community engagement is a critical component to any planning
process, ensuring that the resulting vision and subsequent
outcomes meet the needs of the people whom the plan is intended
to benefit. A plan conceptualized by planners without the input of
the community is doomed to be ignored, resented or worse yet,
implemented with negative outcomes for the residents. Residents
know the nuances of their neighborhood better than anyone else;
when they actively participate in the planning process, they are
much more likely to feel a sense of ownership and thus intently
engage in the successful implementation of the plan. A GSI and
placemaking plan, in particular, requires a true partnership with
the community for its success. If the recommendations are not
identified and/or embraced by the community, implementation is
unlikely to be successful.
Multiple means of engaging with the Waterfront South community
were utilized in the development of this plan. Due to this project’s
emphasis on GSI, it was crucial to find out where community
members felt the stormwater issues were the most prevalent.
The Project Team was also interested in hearing other community
concerns and needs to incorporate them in placemaking
recommendations wherever possible. To obtain this information,
the Project Team conducted oral history interviews with key
neighborhood representatives, organized two public meetings,
and conducted a focus group with local professionals experienced
in GSI related activities. Additionally, a two-part PhotoVoice
extended focus group along with individual interviews were
conducted to allow for more detailed acquisition of information.
This, in turn, allowed for a GSI and placemaking plan to be created
which highlights the feedback from community members,
stormwater professionals, local agencies, and organizations.

4.1 Initial Outreach & Oral Histories
Phase one of this project’s community engagement process took
during the Summer of 2018, and consisted of a series of intercept
interviews, oral history audio recordings, and voice messages to
a toll-free number. The purpose of these activities was to collect
information about the Waterfront South neighborhood by directly
listening to the thoughts and concerns of the residents. The
information was collected before beginning the planning process
in order to guide and inspire the Project Team’s ideas for design
proposals, specifically regarding placemaking for Phoenix and
Liney Ditch park as well as current neighborhood conditions for
GSI prioritization. The goal was to use audio storytelling methods
performed by residents of the neighborhood in order to actively
involve the local community in the process. Having them share their
stories, ideas, and dreams for the future, in their words and with
their voice, empowers the locals by involving them to some extent
in the planning process.
Oral histories are considered unconventional to a typical planning
process, and the project team was interested in incorporating
them into this project. Given the complicated history of the
neighborhood, it was important to form a better understanding of
it and get an idea for what living conditions used to be like. At the
same time a vision for the future, through the lens of the residents
who are aware of the injustices, can be pulled out through these
dialogues. Their stories contain vital pieces of information that
play a significant role in thinking about what is best for the
neighborhood and its residents. Once all oral histories were
conducted, they were edited and compiled into a 14 minute “audio
collage” and played at the first public meeting for the project in
April of 2019. To be transparent, there were technical difficulties
whilst playing the audio collage, and because of this it was later
played at the beginning of focus group 1 later that year.
Intercept interviews were predominately conducted with residents
of the neighborhood and were performed on August 26th, 2018.
The majority of these interviews were done in Phoenix Park, where
residents were asked certain questions pertinent to the space.
Robert Hickman, engineer at the CCMUA, was conveniently found
at the park during this period and agreed to do an interview as
well. These questions varied and included ones such as “What
do you like about the park?”, “What would you like to see added
to the park?”, and “How did you hear about the park?”. The goal
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was to gather information specific to Phoenix Park, and get an
idea for how many residents are aware of it’s existence/location,
what these park goers would like to see added in order to attract
more people to use it, and what could be done to make people
more aware of it. Additionally, there was one resident who opted
to call the toll-free number to give their opinion about the current
conditions of Phoenix Park. The information gathered from the
intercept interviews and voicemail was vital to conceptualizing
placemaking ideas, that could also be applied to Liney Ditch Park,
and be implemented to entice residents to utilize the two green
spaces on a more regular basis.
Oral history interviews were conducted with key neighborhood
representatives in order to obtain a more in-depth understanding
on the conditions of the neighborhood, particularly regarding
stormwater issues. These interviews were significantly longer than
the intercepts (typically spanned about an hour), and some of the
information provided included history about the neighborhood,
which is equally as important to formulating an understanding
for neighborhood conditions. They emphasized the importance
of people’s stories and how they can be equally as significant as a
traditional interview that focuses more on the neighborhood as a

Signage at Phoenix Park

whole. In total five people were interviewed (in accordance with
their availability); Carlos Morales (8/23/18), the Executive Director
of Heart of Camden, Rose Townsend (9/16/18) from South Camden
Citizens in Action, Andy Kricun (9/18/18), the Executive Director
of CCMUA, Darnell Moore (10/23/18), former resident of Camden,
writer and activist, and Donna Helmes (8/20/18) from Heart of
Camden. They were initially asked about their relationship to the
neighborhood, which is where a lot of historical
information came to rise. The discourse then switched to
discussing some of the issues the neighborhood is faced
with today, particularly due to the heavy industry within the
neighborhood, located extremely close to residents’ homes
and having a negative effect on their health and livelihood. This
information served of great importance whilst identifying areas of
concern where GSI’s could be implemented to mitigate some of the
flooding issues associated with that location. These oral histories
also brought to light the strong sense of community in Waterfront
South, and how different measures can be taken to strengthen it
even further.
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Methods
#Times
Mentioned

Key Finding
(PP=Phoenix Park) | (WFS=Neighborhood)

Oral
History

Intercept
Interview

Type of comments
Voicemail

Positive

Concern

Idea

1

“I never knew [Phoenix Park] was here”

X

X

3

Use Social Media/Internet to get the word out about
PP

X

2

“Come here to relax and have a good time” (PP)

X

5

The park is really nice, the nature feel of it. It’s pretty/
Beautiful (PP)

X

2

“Needs a playground/things to do for kids” (PP)

X

X

1

Seats for older people (PP)

X

X

1

(PP) Interpretive Environmental Signage

X

X

1

Good Amount of Trash Cans (PP)

X

1

Climbing Wall (PP)

X

1

Feels Safe (PP)

X

1

Grills (PP)

X

X

1

Additional Light (PP)

X

X

1

Dog Poop Dispensers (PP)

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

1

Razor Wire (PP)

X

4

Waterfront Views (PP)

X

1

Rain Gardens (PP)

X
X

X

X

X

X

1

Industrialized Waterfront (WFS)

X

X

2

Industrial Traffic (WFS)

X

X

6

Smell from CCMUA (WFS)

X

X

4

Environmental Injustices (WFS)

X

X

5

Community Support (WFS)

X

1

Odor Control (WFS)

X

2

Lack of Waterfront Access (WFS)

X

2

South Camden Citizens in Action

X

3

Health Hazards (WFS)

X

2

Sacred Heart Church (WFS)

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Table 4.1 A summary of the information collected through Phase 1 engagement activities
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4.2 Community Workshop/Public
Meeting #1
The first of two public meeting was conducted on April 24th, 2019,
at the Camden Fireworks Art Gallery in Waterfront South. The main
objective for this session was to gather residents’ perspectives of
the neighborhood, as well as obtain initial community feedback
on proposed GSI projects. This meeting included an introduction
of the team by trusted community advocates; educational
presentations on the technical aspects of GSI; a series of interactive
stations, and some sharing of some local stories collected in the
oral histories. Community members were then divided into groups
and directed to different stations that each focused on a particular
aspect of the neighborhood or the plan.
Some of the first questions residents answered include “what
do you love about your neighborhood?” and “what location
do you consider to be a recreational or cultural asset of the
neighborhood?”. Some of the locations and ideas included were
Phoenix/Liney Ditch Park (11), community members’ personal
homes/properties (4), the waterfront (3), the theatre (3), and the
gallery/music at the Fireworks Museum (3). When asked which
neighborhood improvements they would like to see, many people
suggested improvements to Liney Ditch Park such as an outdoor
fire pit, an increased police presence, locks on Liney Ditch Park’s
entrance at night, and measures to ward of the geese population.
When asked to determine which theme they found of most
importance, residents cited the restoration of vacant lots (17), a
historic walking trail (16), and the addition of environmental art and
sculptures throughout the neighborhood (15).
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Photos from the community event, April 24th, 2019
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One of the discussion stations examined the existing
environmental conditions and GSI within the neighborhood. Here,
some questions called for community members to write their
answers on post-it notes while others used an enlarged map of the
neighborhood to identify important locations. It was requested
that community members write their environmental concerns
about the neighborhood on post-it notes with one issue per note
and to place them on a map of the neighborhood identifying the
location of their concerns.
Trash (19) was mentioned the most, followed by truck-related
issues (6) and flooding/standing water (5) and a number of different
issues were listed once, twice or three times. Many of the locations

mentioned were considered problem areas by the community
members, such as flooding on Jefferson Street, Viola Street, Ferry
Avenue, and 4th Street. Trash was also identified by community
members along Broadway. When residents were asked which
stormwater projects they felt would be the most beneficial to
the neighborhood, stormwater bumpouts and rain gardens were
mentioned the most. An overall consensus was made that any
projects relating to vacant lots in addition to specific GSI projects
at Sacred Heart Church and along Salem Street, were highly desired
and favored by the community members.

Map 4.1 Problem areas identified by Camden
Waterfront South residents
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Another discussion station focused on Phoenix Park, asking
community members if they know of or have been to Phoenix
Park (and why or why not), and asked them to identify their
favorite features of the park, and any features that they would
like to see added. Question two focused on whether or not the
community members have visited Phoenix Park; if they responded
affirmatively, they were asked how often they do so. Question
three follows up the previous question, clarifying why community
members have not visited the park while question four addresses
how the people who have visited the park got there (walk, bike,
or drive). The next question allowed community members to be
creative with their answer, asking them their favorite aspects
of, or things to do at Phoenix Park. For question six, community
members were given dots to label on a map the type of
improvements they would like to see at Phoenix Park.
Within this group, residents received further information about
GSI projects and discussed which ones fit the neighborhood best.
The final question instructed community members to place a dot
on the map next to the proposed GSI projects they most preferred,
along with a comment on a post-it note stating their reasoning for
their choice. At this station, 22 out of the 32 total participants were
previously aware of Phoenix Park, with varying levels of visitation.
A variety of reasons for not visiting were discussed, some being
that they were too busy, it was too far, or they had never heard
about the park. For people that had been to the park, seven of
them indicated that they walked, one biked, six drove, and one
community member who used to walk now drives. When reporting
on the aspects of Phoenix Park in which the community members
liked the best, many mentioned dog walking, the wildflowers, and
view of the skyline over the Delaware River.
For the activity that utilized dots to mark improvements the
community members wanted to see in Phoenix Park, the highest
dot count was recorded for shade/gazebo (15)and for community
music/movie screenings (15).Other mentioned improvements
included a full-sizedplayground for children (12), emergency call
boxes withsolar powered lighting (11), sports infrastructure such
asbasketball hoops or soccer nets (11) and a mural on theboundary
wall (10). The complete list is combined withrequests that came
up in the interviews from July andshown with how they are
incorporated in the planfollowing the interview description.
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Design Features

Votes

Design Responses by Project Team

Areas of shade

15

Included (gazebo and umbrella picnic tables in Phoenix Park)

Solar powered charging stations

15

Added to all sites

Community music performance /movie screening area

14

Included in Phoenix Park (gazebo or open-air)

Playground

12

Included

Sports facilities

11

Included in Liney Ditch Park; could be added in Phoenix Park grassy area

Solar powered lighting and emergency call boxes

11

Included

Mural on boundary wall

10

Included in Phoenix Park

Exercise stations

7

Included

Dog park

7

Included in Liney Ditch Park

More benches/seating/picnic tables

6

Included

Direct path from Phoenix Park to Liney Ditch Park

6

Already constructed and opened in summer 2019

Fishing dock

6

Available within walking distance (Father Doyle Fishing Pier)

Better signage and direction from the neighborhood

4

Included

BBQ and stone chess tables

3

Included in Phoenix Park

Table 4.2 Placemaking Design Features Discussed in the Public Meeting

4.3 Environmental Professionals
Focus Group
A focus group was conducted on May 30, 2019 at the CCMUA office
building with professionals either well-versed on the subject of
GSI or part of a local organizations engaged in GSI. This meeting
was organized in order to receive feedback on the GSI projects
proposed by the project team’s technical consultant. A brief
presentation was made to provide context for GSI in Waterfront
South neighborhood, and proposed sites were distributed on a
locator map. Next, each professional was given a worksheet and
asked to answer a series of questions about the proposed GSI
projects and several prioritization questions.
Once the worksheets were completed, the professionals were
divided into three groups, with a facilitator for each, to discuss
their answers and any additional thoughts or concerns about the
project. Each table was provided with an enlarged map of the
Waterfront South community that highlighted the proposed GSI
projects. These discussions covered the professional’s highest
priority GSI projects, their organization’s capacity to assist with the
project, placemaking features which can be used in conjunction
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with GSI, recommendations for improvements to be made on
a vacant block near Broadway and Jefferson (Croft Mills), and
recommendations for outreach to private landowners.
Some discussion arose around where to prioritize actions – based
on CSO ‘hotspots’, resident flooding reports and availability of
land. Other recommendations were included to piggyback off on
existing projects and opportunities.
By far, the largest concern raised, by unanimous consent,
was maintenance. All had learned the importance of not only
planning efficient GSI projects, but of the importance of factoring
maintenance into the planning stage, the design, the installation,
and follow through.
Several professionals felt that rather than finding suitable locations
for potential GSI projects, GSI should be based on prioritization
zones identified by the community. For the question relating to
GSI prioritization, many recommendations were made to prioritize
low maintenance projects such as trees, rain gardens, stormwater
bump outs, and bioswales. Placemaking features proposed during
the meeting included art tied to the Waterfront South’s history of
shipbuilding, as well as an amphitheater. Another key observation
noted was the need to tie the projects together rather than
presenting a scattershot list without any system.

At the old Croft Mills property, the vacant block between Jefferson
and Chelton on Broadway and 4th, recommendations were made
to create a park or a mixed-use development with GSI integrated
into the design. A critical data point was shared in that this parcel
is one of very few remaining large developable properties citywide
and, unfortunately, it is not in a designated redevelopment zone.
Several important opportunities for partnership were discussed
and are captured in the implementation section of this plan.
Suggestions for outreach focused on informing private landowners
about the potential return on investment associated with
integrating GSI into new development. That being said, it was
highly recommended that proposed GSI projects focus on parcels
with known willing owners such as publicly controlled lots and
those owned by not for profit organizations.
Valuable feedback and guidance were presented at this
professional focus group meeting. Additional research was
conducted based on this guidance, and a thorough Operations
and Maintenance section has been developed along with an
Implementation plan that identifies and incorporates key partners
where there are shared goals. The GSI projects were conceived
as being tied together through a green walking trail to provide
connections for residents and visitors.
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4.4 PhotoVoice Exercise
& Focus Groups
The second focus group consisted of two parts. On June 11th, 2019,
team members accompanied groups of community members
equipped with cameras to take photos of environmental assets,
potentials, and challenges around their community. A second
meeting was conducted a week later on June 18th to discuss the
collages created from their photos.
On June 11th, 2019, 18 members of the community, recruited from
attendees of the previous public meeting and with the assistance
of Heart of Camden, were accompanied by Project Team members
on a walk through the neighborhood for a little over an hour.
They were broken into three groups, and each participant was
given a camera and they were assigned to different zones of
the neighborhood to document. They were asked to take about
25 pictures in 3 categories — assets, challenges, and areas that
had potential. After their walk they returned their cameras
to the Project Team for processing. Overall, the participants
captured about 900 pictures. Later, staff prepared workbooks for
participants encompassing their pictures printed out, along with
places for them to identify the category and location of each photo
and to add comments about why they took each picture.
A second meeting was conducted a week later on June 18th, 2019
to fill in the workbooks, discuss the photos and their ideas for the
areas of potential, and create collages from the photographs. The
participants gathered again in their walking groups, retraced their
path on aerial maps and noted key areas of opportunity. Next,
participants were asked to place stickers on an enlarged map of
their neighborhood identifying locations which were of the upmost
importance in each of the three categories. After the stickers were
placed, they were asked which greening efforts would be the most
beneficial to their neighborhood.
Each group came up with one neighborhood-wide
recommendation to be presented to the larger group.
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The activity concluded with community members creating artwork
based on five photos selected by team members. A total of 586
pictures were included in the workbooks with 143 asset pictures,
179 challenge pictures, and 152 potential pictures (some pictures
were not given a category.)
Many reasons why ‘challenge’ or ‘potential’ pictures were taken
was due to flooding, lack of greenery maintenance, vacant lots,
road maintenance, and litter or garbage. Many photos related to
assets were well groomed green spaces; a community asset like
a park, statue, church; or an area important to the community
member. In connection with the stickers, community members
shared memories of things which influenced their choice of photos,
such as an old playground or recollections of previous uses of
parcels that are no longer vital. Many of the ‘challenge’ stickers
were related to ongoing problems that either burdened community
members or that they felt were pressing issues like the need for
brighter streetlights, flood abatement, vacant lot remediation, or
abandoned building demolition.
Neighborhood-wide recommendations were reported out by
each group including enhanced maintenance of existing green
spaces, the removal of illicit and detrimental activities in green
spaces, and additional trees for shade and development of an
urban tree canopy. One group identified a specific location along
Broadway and 4th Streets bound by Jackson and Whitman Streets.
This mostly barren land once supported a Little League field and
could once again be transformed to a community green space,
as it currently serves as a wasteland and barrier between the
neighborhood and other parts of the city.
By conducting this exercise focused on resident photography,
team members were able to gain an insider’s perspective of the
neighborhood’s most pressing issues and infuse this plan with
insights only available to residents. The fact that some of these
residents had grown up in the neighborhood and lived there for a
long time added a depth of understanding and appreciation that
would be hard to replicate with conventional analyses.
The final element of the PhotoVoice exercise was the creation
of a collage with several of the photographs that residents had
taken, along with personal artifacts that they brought in for this
project. Collages were proudly displayed at the FireWorks Gallery
during the second public meeting and presentation of the draft
recommendations.
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# Mentions Specific Requests or Comments

Design Responses by Project Team

12

Improve neighborhood entranceway at Broadway & Jackson (“1st impressions”)

Site 45

9

Need bus stop at Ferry and Broadway

Site 41

7

Plant trees on Broadway

1,000 tree project (see Section 6: Implementation Plan)

6

Croft Mills priority site — walking path? wild flowers? sculpture garden?

Site 8

5

“Broadway used to be nice, now hot mess — has potential”

Sites 4, 6, 12, 13, 17, 23, and 29

4

“Grass/ weeds need cutting” in multiple locations

See Section 7: Operations and Maintenance plan

4

Problem with 4th St vacant land between Whitman & Jackson

Site 34

3

Ferry & Carl Miller/ 4th & Ferry - Stone circle park improvement

Sites 5 and 6

3

Broadway & Landsdowne “abandoned building needs cleanup”

Recommended for revitalization plan

1

Broadway & Webster — “Puddle,” “fill holes”

Sites 4 and 46

1

Broadway & Jasper abandoned house — “key location,” “good bones”

Recommended for revitalization plan

1

Viola & Broadway — “Fire torn down empty lot”

Recommended for revitalization plan

1

Filmore & Jackson — mural, more lighting

Site 39

1

Filmore & Viola — flooding

Site 47

1

“Crosswalks broken” at Ferry & Broadway, “need painted crosswalks,” “truck policing”

Site 44

1

4th & Jasper — “drains clog”

Site 30

1

“Next to memorial park is parcel great for renovating,” walkways, benches

Site 13

1

“Flooding by railroad tracks at highway”

Site 31

1

Peg Hynes Park enhancements

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

1

HOC warehouse “could be beautified”

Recommended for revitalization plan

1

Road flooding at Broadway & Carl Miller

Sites 6 and 23

1

Ferry & Filmore — “plenty of vacant lots”

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

1

Jasper & Ferry — “woman defecates there if grass is tall”

Site 17

1

4th & Chelton — “people living in backs of parked trailers,” “lot used for dumping”

Recommended for revitalization plan

1

Lot behind Fireworks — “pervious paving, GSI showcase & placemaking mecca,” “green the hardscapes,” “multipurpose community event space, learning gardening”

Site 35

Table 4.3 Locations of “Potential” as Suggested by PhotoVoice Participants
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4.5 In-Depth Interviews
Following the completion of the two PhotoVoice sessions, the
Project Team felt that the commitment and investment of time by
the participants could be matched by making an additional effort
to gather more specific data and input from these residents. Heart
of Camden provided a quiet space for recording and on three
separate days in July 2019, the Team conducted one-on-one (or
two-on-one) interviews with fifteen committed residents and one
community leader. The interviews followed a format with four
distinct sections, but with opportunities for community members
to add commentary at will. Participants were first asked to weigh
in on specific GSI practices (represented by photographs collected
from similar projects) and how they thought each would work in
Waterfront South. They were asked to explain their understanding
of how GSI projects impact the broader ecosystem, waterfront
South, and their own home in addition to being asked about how
important these issues are to them.
Participants were also asked to explain their goals for their collage
project and share the meaning of the photographs and artifacts
that they used.
The next section of the interview focused on Phoenix
Park, specifically resident’s relationship to the park and
recommendations for its improvement.
The final segment was focused on each participant’s PhotoVoice
photographs. They were shown a workbook that was prepared by
the Project Team and encompassed all their photographs from the
PhotoVoice exercise. Each was labeled as either ‘asset,’ ‘challenge,’
or ‘potential.’ Laid out on the table was a large aerial map showing
the section of the neighborhood that they had walked (or driven)
through and photographed. Each interviewee was asked to identify
the location of key sites with major challenges and those with
great potential on the map, while explaining what sort of challenge
existed on the site or what they thought about the site’s potential.
Once they had walked through their Photovoice workbook, they
had an opportunity to share any additional thoughts. The duration
of these interviews averaged approximately one hour.
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The outcomes of these interviews included a compilation of
specific sites identified as having potential for greening or
placemaking activities which have been paired with the locations in
the plan that are responsive to each request.
Intercept Interviews
& Hotline
Design Feature

Similarly, a compilation of participant’s recommendations for the
two major parks in the neighborhood were quantified and ranked
with the responsiveness of this plan to these suggestions noted in
the following Table.

Public Meeting Interviews

Rankings (1=most votes)

Design Responses by Project Team

Areas of shade

1

1

Music performance/ movie screening area

1

1

Solar powered charging station, lighting, and emergency
call boxes

1

1

6

Included

Playground

1

2

2

Included (Maritime themed playground at Phoenix, additions at Liney
Ditch)

Sports facilities

2

3

Included in Liney Ditch Park; Could be added in Phoenix Park grassy area

Mural on boundary wall (remove razor wire)

2

4

Included in Phoenix Park

Exercise stations

5

Included along walking trails

Dog park

5

Included in Liney Ditch Park

More benches/seating/picnic tables

1

6

1

Included (gazebo and umbrella picnic tables in Phoenix Park)
Included in Phoenix Park (gazebo or open-air)

3

Included

Fishing dock

6

Splash pad

7

5

Included in neighborhood-wide plan

Better signage and direction from the neighborhood

8

5

Included in neighborhood-wide plan & along Green Walkway

BBQ & stone chess tables

2

Flags

Available within walking distance (Father Doyle Fishing Pier)

9

Included in Phoenix Park

10

Included

Steel trash/ recycling cans

2

4

Included

Signage/ River interpretation

1

4

Included at waterfront and at key assets

Dog poo bags

2

5

Included at both parks by entrances

6

Not included in this proposal

More Parking
Table 4.4 Ranked Placemaking Requests and Responses for Phoenix Park and Liney Ditch Park
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4.6 Public Meeting #2
Similar to the focus group, the second public meeting was also
a pop-up exhibit of the collages created by the community
stakeholders in the PhotoVoice exercise. Hosted by Camden
FireWorks Gallery and combined with a community barbecue at the
site of one of the proposed GSI/placemaking recommendations; the
meeting served multiple purposes. A brief presentation was made
about the findings of the draft plan and several copies of a graphic
master plan were distributed for review. Additionally, a program
guide with a preliminary list of projects was distributed.

The event shared the participants’ artistic renderings of the
neighborhood, gathered feedback on the draft recommendations
of the plan, and illustrated the potential of one of the key
community-based GSI/ placemaking recommendations, the
FireWorks back lot (which also served as the venue for the event).
Partnerships were emphasized, there was a substantial attendance
(approximately 40 attendees), and the feedback on the conceptual
plan was very useful. There was excellent press for the event,
which helped to make a larger audience more aware of these
efforts.
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Rank
GSI Practice

Neighborhood
Values

Placemaking
Programs

GSI or Placemaking Element from Interviews and Public Meeting

Design Responses by Project Team

1

Green roof bus stop “love it!”

Sites 40 and 41 on Broadway & Atlantic

2

Rain gardens “good if maintained”

Sites 3, 27, 28, 29, 35, 36, and 39 with Maintenance Plan (Section 7)

2

Trees “when they’re planted in the right places” (check pipes/wires)

Sites 1, 2, 3, 20, 21, 22, 30, 32, 33, and 43, plus 1,000 tree program (Section 6)

3

Naturalized areas — “Use low fencing and paths, benches”

Sites 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 23, and 38

3

Bumpouts “Great!”

Sites 9, 23, 24, 28, 33, and 37

4

Rain barrels “Divert stormwater into growing power”

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

5

Meadows “are good”

Sites 8 and 15

6

Bioswales — “with no stones, they’d be thrown”

Site 3 (no stones noted)

7

“Not so much natural areas, grass too high = trash dump…”

Naturalized area guidelines include edging and/or fencing

1

More color — “flowers clean the air”

Sites 10, 11, 12, 19, 25, 30, 35, and 36 (also see rain gardens above)

2

More gardens “in empty lots”

Sites 27, 28, 29, and 39 with Maintenance Plan (Section 7)

3

Shade — “I love trees”

Sites 1, 2, 3, 20, 21, 22, 30, 32, 33, and 43 plus 1,000 tree program (Section 6)

4

“Low maintenance is good, simple, sturdy”

See Section 7: Operation and Maintenance Plan

5

“when place is cleaned, druggies are less likely to populate and trash;” “and See Section 7: Operation and Maintenance Plan
neighbors more likely to utilize”

5

Porches important, add hanging plants

See Section 6: Implementation Plan

6

Add more green spaces

See neighborhood-wide plan (Section 5)

6

“Work more vertically than horizontally,” green walls, living walls

Site 35 (Proposed green wall at Camden FireWorks)

6

Island/ planters in Broad Street intersections

Sites 42 and 44 (Traffic calming islands)

6

“Philadelphia City Hall has shade umbrellas that capture water”

Noted

1

Need murals/ art (anti-graffiti)/ mosaic

Sites 1 and 39, and Green Walkway sculptures

2

“Make Phoenix Park a City asset,” publicize, “use as classroom”

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

2

Rain barrels, “want nicer barrels,” “paint them?”

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

3

Signage at natural areas and tour including river interpretation

Sites 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, and 43

3

Provide trash/ recycle cans (and “empty them”)

Build partnership with City for trash removal commitment

4

Safety, need “more lighting,” “solar powered lights”

Sites 1, 2, and 3

5

Movies in Phoenix Park and/or FireWorks

Sites 1 and 35

5

Concerts, “promote in city website,” add to “DCCB weekly events”

Sites 1, 3, and 35

6

Integrate trash reduction with green spaces

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

6

River — “connect to education”

Site 1, also see Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

6

Street fairs at Ferry & Jasper, 4th toward Broadway

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

6

Fitness classes/ space

Sites 1, 3, and 35

6

Sports leagues for kids at parks

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

6

Peace Walks monthly

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

6

“Tennis courts needs a teacher”

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

6

Beat poets walking on Jasper

See Section 6: GSI Implementation Strategies

Table 4.5 Neighborhood Perspectives on GSI from Interviews
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Notes and Considerations:
All Naturalized areas will have low fencing/edging and paths where appropriate.
Tree species selection and placement will be key to the success of 1,000 Tree Program (“Trees hit powerlines & take out electric” /”trees can cause $2,200 bill fixing terra cotta pipes.”)
“Parks are for people; GSI is not for people.” (Not always people friendly)
“Customize raingarden and rain barrel for row houses — can’t take the suburbs and put in the city, it doesn’t work.”
“Accommodate for multimodal transport - biking, walking, ADA.” (many residents are without cars)
Research “Car tires around trees” for feasibility and desirability.

4.7 Concluding Remarks
The information and feedback gathered by the Project Team
through the above community outreach activities served of vital
importance while formulating ideas for the GSI and placemaking
proposals. As previously stated, input from community
stakeholders not only provides planners with real perspectives of a
neighborhood, but it give residents of the community an
outlet to have their voices be heard. Waterfront South has had
its fair share of problems and giving community members a way
to have their concerns be addressed shows them that people are
making a commitment to their neighborhood. With their insight
and suggestions, a plan can be created to address the issues they
have been burdened with for many years.
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Greening Camden Waterfront South

THE PLAN
SECTION 5
Design Proposals

Section 5 — Design Proposals
The outcome of analyzing the existing conditions and technical
parameters of the Waterfront South Neighborhood; developing
a comprehensive list of treatment options; asking residents for
their input; and prioritizing the environmental, economic, and
social values of these practices is a ranked list of 47 viable GSI
projects, many with significant placemaking benefits. Rather than
recommending implementation in order from 1-47 (as shown on
the next pages); the Project Team proposes a pattern and grouping
based on projects that could be executed using a variety of
mechanisms simultaneously.
This section visualizes, characterizes, and details the recommended
groupings of projects; subsequently, they are then conceptualized
systematically. Projects have been grouped in such a way as to
maximize efficiency, cost, and placemaking value in addition to
stormwater management.

5.1 Neighborhood-wide GSI Plan
The Project Team studied and assessed Waterfront South’s onthe-ground realities to determine which GSI practices would have
greatest impact on reducing flooding and CSO events.
One of the highest priorities for implementation is retrofitting
some of the parking lots and impervious areas within the
neighborhood. These locations provide a high volume of
stormwater runoff and associated pollution loads. There were a
few locations identified where the existing stormwater system
passes through a parking lot. At these locations, we recommend
a subsurface system, which provides up to 90 percent storage
for stormwater flows. This type of system is ideal for retrofitting
parking lots to maximize capacity for storage.
The Project Team identified numerous properties where the
downspouts could be disconnected or modified to flow through a
vegetated system. Many large rooftops convey flows toward roads
and receiving storm inlets, picking up nonpoint source pollutants
along the way. In some cases, there were downspouts which had
been damaged and were cut a few feet above ground level. This
circumstance contributed to higher velocity and increased erosion.

Map 5.1 GSI Proposals
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Liney Ditch Park

Many parcels are being maintained as mowed turf grass, which
has a very shallow root system, requires regular mowing, and
often relies upon herbicides and fertilizers. Correspondingly, the
maintenance of turf grass is likely to contribute to the pollution to
waterways. The Project Team recommends conversion of these
parcels to naturalized spaces. By converting to deeper-rooted
meadow grasses and flowers, infiltration would be improved and
the runoff leaving the property would be cleaner. Additionally,
meadows need mowing less frequently than conventional turf
grass. The naturalization can be a combination of grasses, flowers,
trees, and shrubs. By incorporating trees and shrubs, there is the
added benefit of shade and thermal reductions.

The graphical master plan (Map 5.1) places all proposed GSI projects
on the map and shows how the projects tie the community
together with a proposed Green Walkway. Table 5.1 provides a full
list of GSI projects, along with detailed information such as land
ownership, GSI type, gross area, stormwater capture, and acres
treated.
By combining the highest priority GSI projects with those most
responsive to the neighborhood’s social needs, the proposals taken
as a whole would achieve a small measure of equity for a muchmaligned population, as they provide an accelerated method for
reduction of CSOs and improved water quality.
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2.45

Deep rooted plants

1
1.1
1.2

Near riverfront

1.3

Near benches

1.4

Along existing
paths

2

Park Linkage Trail

CCMUA-MAFCO

Add trees

3

Liney Ditch Park

Camden City

Multiple practices

3.1

Basket ball courts

CCMUA

Plantings around inlets

11,526

0.265

7,185

330,508

431,098

3.2

Near community
garden

Camden City

Add rain garden

4760

0.109

2,960

136,150

177,587

x

3.3

Entrance/seating

Camden City

Rain garden/bioswale to inlet

3960

0.109

2,967

136,493

178,034

x

3.4

At low spot

Camden City

Bioswale

27,710

0.636

17,274

794,585

1,036,415

x

3.5

Basket ball courts
alternative

CCMUA

Convert to porous, (Rutgers plan)

36,480

0.84

22,741

1,046,065

1,364,432

4

1621 Broadway

Sign “for sale”

Camden Print
Works

Reduce impervious cover

0.268

n/a

5

400 Carl Miller

Pervious lot

Camden Redev

Plantings behind stone circle

0.37

n/a

x

6

Broadway & Carl
Miller

Pervious lot

Camden City

Plantings behind stone circle

0.049

n/a

x

7

331 Winslow

Pervious lot

Camden City

More natural plantings

0.0238

n/a

x

8

400 Block Winslow

Burnt factory

E-Zone Mgt

Convert to meadow

1.7

n/a

9

1800 Block Ancona

Pervious area
along road

Stormwater bumpout, manage rooftop and impervious

0.062

2528

0.058

1,576

72,490

94,553

Cistern through drip irrigation

2.39

506

0.012

315

14,510

18,926

x

CCMUA

10.3
11

Gallons
Annually (at
46 in/yr)

Gallons
Annually (at
60 in/ yr)

x
x

0.0413

1800

0.0413

1,122

51,612

67,320

x

Add trees

x

More plantings
New trail

Park

10.1
10.2

Gazebo with Green roof (60 x 30ft)

Vol (gal)
during 1” of
rainfall*

S. 4th St & Jasper
St

Inst.

415 Emerald Street

Comm. garden

Green Roof

Multiple practices

At the bowl that
ponds

Acres
Treated

Naturalized
areas

Phoenix Park

Stormwater
Capture (SF)

Stormwater
Bumpouts

Gross
Area
(Acres)

Parking Lot
Retrofit

Design Proposal

Park

Land Owner

Rain Garden

Land Type

Tree Trench

Site name

Rooftop
Disconnect

ID

x
x
x

6.3

x

x

x
x

Church of the
Sacred Heart

Downspout planter

4320

0.099

2,693

123,876

161,578

x

Downspout planter. Drainage from two bldgs w/Ferry
frontage

2312

0.053

1,441

66,297

86,474

x

Camden Redev

Infiltration trench foot of greenhouse

612

0.014

382

17,549

22,890

x

0.0872

x

Table 5.1 (1/3) A Full List of Proposed GSI Projects
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Broadway & Ferry

13

Acres
Treated

Vol (gal)
during 1” of
rainfall*

Gallons
Annually (at
46 in/yr)

Gallons
Annually (at
60 in/ yr)

Downspout planters

0.032

1800

0.041

1,122

51,615

67,324

x

Parking lot retrofit - subsurface storage. Direct
downspouts.

0.3

2330

0.053

1,452

66,813

87,147

x

Turn lawn to naturalized area

0.13

n/a

x

Additional plantings

0.45

n/a

x

0.04

n/a

x

Nonprofit org.

Heart of
Camden

1914 Broadway

Memorial Park

Camden City

14

630 Ferry Ave

Lot by RR
tracks

Camden City

15

600 Morgan
Street

Industrial

Covanta/Energy
Recovery Center

Remove impervious, convert lawn to meadow before
Newton Creek.

18.77

34,000

0.781

21,195

974,951

1,271,675

x

16

1930 South 6th

Impervious lot
for sale

Colonial
Processing

69,000 sf. ft impervious, reduce impervious on
perimeter, provide stormwater feature. Discharge to
existing inlet at Chelton & 6th.

1.69

40,000

0.918

24,935

1,147,001

1,496,088

x

17

1736 Broadway

Open space

Camden City

Plantings

0.0459

n/a

x

18

1707 Fillmore St

Vacant vegetated

Camden City

0.021

n/a

x

1912 Broadway

Nonprofit org.

Shipyard
Museum

20

508 Atlantic Ave

Lot

Camden
Recovery
Properties

Trees rather than tree trenches because no storm
drains

1.26

21

522 Chelton Ave

Sidewalk

Camden City

Multiple locations along Chelton

n/a

4,380

0.101

2,730

125,580

163,800

x

22

1700 Block S. 4th

Sidewalk

Camden City

Multiple locations for tree trench

n/a

2500

0.057

1,558

71,688

93,506

x

23

1710 Broadway +
Carl Miller

Roadway

Stormwater bumpout

n/a

15,171

0.348

9,457

435,029

567,429

24

400 Block Atlantic

Roadway

Stormwater bumpout

n/a

7560

0.174

4,713

216,783

282,761

x

25

400 Atlantic Ave

Vacant building

Jen-Cyn
Enterprise

Shallow green inlets at road to intercept and pass
through a bioretention feature in ROW

0.385

14,970

0.344

9,332

429,265

559,911

x

26

Jackson Street

18,000 SF
parking lot w.
storm system

CCMUA

Retrofit existing system to add parking island of
subsurface storage; gateway to fishing pier

n/a

16,000

0.367

9,974

458,800

598,435

27

Jackson & Ferry

Vacant lot

CCMUA

Rain garden with two new inlets

0.0058

2200

0.05

1,371

63,085

82,285

x

28

613 Chelton

676 ROW

NJ Dept of
Transportation

Linear rain garden at toe of slope - outlet to existing
inlet on road.

n/a

7920

0.182

4,937

227,106

296,225

x

19.1

Downspout planter

19.2

0.202

0.058

1,575

72,433

94,478

Green Roof

12.3

Stormwater
Capture (SF)

Naturalized
areas

1832 Broadway

Gross
Area
(Acres)

Stormwater
Bumpouts

12.2

Design Proposal

Parking Lot
Retrofit

1840 Broadway

Land Owner

Rain Garden

12.1

Land Type

Tree Trench

Site name

Rooftop
Disconnect

ID

x

x

2526
Back corner downspout planter

x
x

x

x

x

x
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Acres
Treated

Vol (gal)
during 1” of
rainfall*

Gallons
Annually (at
46 in/yr)

Gallons
Annually (at
60 in/ yr)

29

2210 Broadway

Commercial

HCSC - Laundry

Ponding evident on N. Woodland, retentive grading on
slope to reduce volume and velocity.

1.46

6460

0.148

4,027

185,241

241,618

30

400 Jasper Street

Nonprofit org.

South Camden
Theater

Existing landscape beds elevated/ expanded to provide
storage, intercept downspouts.

0.07

2460

0.056

1,533

70,541

92,009

31

Salem & Viola

Dead-end

Camden City

reduce impervious cover

0.0459

4800

0.11

2,992

137,640

179,531

32

Viola & 6th

Roadway

Camden City

Stormwater bumpouts dimensions 20’ x 6’

Unknown

4300

0.1

2,680

123,303

160,829

x

x

33

Along 6th street

Roadway

Camden City

Stormwater bumpout

Unknown

11,800

0.27

7,356

338,365

441,346

x

x

34

433 Jackson Street

Superfund site

S. Jersey Port
Corp

Parking lot retrofit/subsurface storage

121,968

44,280

1.02

27,603

1,269,730

1,656,170

35

Camden Fireworks
back lot & alley

Vacant lot

Camden
Fireworks

Porous pavement + GSI demonstration projects

0.15

1832

0.04

1,142

52,532

68,521

12,336

0.28

7,690

353,735

461,393

2280

0.052

1,385

63,710

8,100

0.022

598

27,508

35,880

36.1

Rain garden around flagpole

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

Educ. Inst.

Camden Board
of Educ.

De-pave where possible

TBD

37

Carl Miller &
Filmore

Roadway

Camden City

Stormwater bumpouts dimensions 20’ x 6’

960

38

Rescue Mission

Nonprofit org.

Rescue Mission

Vegetable Garden (lots behind)

0.23

n/a

39

Jackson & Filmore

Vacant lot

Metropolitan
Investment Co.

Rain garden & murals

0.065

2500

0.057

1,558

71,688

93,506

40

Atlantic & 4th

Bus stop

NJ transit

Bus shelter with green roof

80

0.0018

50

2,294

2,992

41

Broadway & Ferry

Bus stop

Bus shelter with green roof

80

0.0018

50

2,294

2,992

42

Carl Miller, Ferry,
& 4th

Roadway

Camden City

Traffic calming planted island and crosswalks

n/a

43

4th street Viola to
Jefferson

Roadway

Camden City

Increase storage + tree trenches along 4th St.

23,598

44

Ferry, Broadway &
Jasper

Roadway

Camden City

Traffic calming planted island and crosswalks

n/a

x

45

Broadway &
Jackson

Gateway

Camden City

Pocket park/splash pad/ brick archway

n/a

x

46

Broadway &
Webster

Roadway

Camden City

Stormwater bumpout 20’ x 6’

960

0.022

598

27,508

35,880

x

47

Broadway & Viola

Roadway

Camden City

Stormwater bumpout 20’ x 6’

960

0.022

598

27,508

35,880

x

36.3

Downspout planter & storage at inlet to intercept 4”
pipe

0.735

x

Carl Miller & 6th

36.2

Green Roof

Stormwater
Capture (SF)

Naturalized
areas

Gross
Area
(Acres)

Stormwater
Bumpouts

Design Proposal

Parking Lot
Retrofit

Land Owner

Rain Garden

Land Type

Tree Trench

Site name

Rooftop
Disconnect

ID

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

0.54

14,710

676,673

882,617

x
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5.2 Conceptual Designs for
Prototype GSI Projects
This section provides conceptual renderings and descriptions
of seven standard GSI projects, recommended by the Project
Team. The projects are presented in the context of a prototype
location that is representative of how the practice would be used
throughout the neighborhood.

Flow-through Planter Boxes at
Heart of Camden
A flow-through planter box intercepts rooftop downspouts and
allows runoff to slowly filter through a vegetated system while
decreasing volume and velocity of stormwater runoff. Downspout
planter boxes reduce pollution as runoff infiltrates through
the planter box and is filtered by the vegetation. The boxes are
constructed using an impervious liner and a subbase of stone
followed by a topsoil/compost blend.
Rooftop downspouts are diverted into the box at the top of unit
and include a discharge back into storm sewer at the bottom of
unit. As the water passes through the unit, it is able to be slowed
down and filtered. The planter box can be planted with a variety of
herbaceous perennials.
Multiple locations throughout Camden Waterfront South where
this type of GSI could be implemented were identified. The
Heart of Camden building represents a high visibility opportunity
to implement this treatment as an exemplar. In the courtyard
adjacent to the building, a planter box could be installed to manage
1,500 square feet of impervious surface.

Site 12.1
(Above) illustration of the location of
two existing rooftop downspouts.
(Below) Rendering of proposed planter
box location.
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Bioswale at Liney Ditch Park
The topography of Liney Ditch Park naturally conveys stormwater
flows to a low point with an existing drainage pond, which could
be converted to a bioswale. The existing conveyance could be
converted to a bioswale. The existing swale is compacted and
managed as turfgrass. The compacted soils could be excavated and
replaced with amended soils to increase groundwater recharge.
The turfgrass could be removed and replaced with deeper rooted
grasses, perennials which will increase filtering of stormwater
flows and reduce velocity.
The bioswale and low laying area could be planted with flowers,
grasses, trees, and shrubs. Species such as willows and dogwoods,
with a high tolerance for standing water, would thrive in this
location.

Existing grade of conveyance feature

Site 3.4 Existing condition

Rendering of bioswale
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Turf Lawn to Naturalized Area at
Ferry & Broadway
The neighborhood has an abundance of ungroomed natural
areas; these unsightly parcels attract trash and illicit uses. It is
recommended that these naturalized areas are designed in such
a way that fosters an aesthetic of a cared for and inviting space
while soaking up considerably more rainwater than a turf lot.
Land furthest from the road, sidewalk or access point should have
the tallest plants. Open meadows with deep-rooted wildflowers,
grasses, or planting beds can occupy the land between the tall
plantings and the edges. Areas closest to the street should feature
shorter, mowed plantings, followed by a short fence or edging to
create a groomed appearance. Some parcels may call for pathways
and even benches or other people-friendly treatments while others
will be laid out to discourage entrance by passersby.

Site 12.3 Existing condition

At the intersection of Ferry and Broadway, for example, planting
beds on vacant parcels could provide beautification and shade
while reducing the burden of maintenance. After delineating
locations for planting beds, existing soils can be excavated and
replaced with topsoil; next, mulch can be added and planting beds
created at front of site along Broadway. The site could include a
combination of trees, shrubs, deep-rooted grasses, and perennials
to provide planting beds.

Rendering of naturalized area
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Examples of locations suitable for
stormwater bumpouts:

Rooftop Capture into Rain Garden
at Atlantic & 4th
The Project Team identified multiple locations where rooftop
runoff could be intercepted and directed through planting beds.
This reduces the runoff velocity and helps to filter the water as it
passes through the vegetation.
For example, the recommendation was made for the building
on 400 Atlantic Avenue (on sale) to extend existing downspouts
to reach ground level. This will prevent splash erosion, which
increases velocity of rooftop drainage. The five-foot wide
area adjacent to building and sidewalk could be converted to
bioretention feature to manage the runoff from rooftop.

Stormwater Bumpout on 6th Street
Stormwater bumpouts provide traffic calming effects and filtering
of stormwater runoff. Below is a rendering of a stormwater
bumpout at an inlet on 6th Street. The notch in the curbing allows
water to flow through and be filtered before reaching storm inlet.

Site 33 Proposed condition

Site 33 Existing condition

Site 25 Existing condition

Site 25 Proposed condition
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From manufacturer’s specifications
Grasspave2 – grass paver is a 100%
recycled plastic structure that sits
below a real grass surface, allowing
for vehicular, ADA and pedestrian
traffic without damage to the grass
root structure. Grasspave2 grass
pavers is a structure which provides
incredible load bearing strength
while protecting vegetation root
systems from deadly compaction.
High void spaces within the entire
cross-section enable excellent root
development, and storage capacity
for rainfall from storm events. For
example, a 13-inch cross-section (one
inch Grasspave2 with sand and a 12
inch base course) can store 2.6 inches
of water – 13 inches x approx. 20%
void space). Stormwater is slowed
in movement through and across
Grasspave2 surfaces, which deposits
suspended sediment and increases
time to discharge. Suspended
pollutants and moderate amounts of
engine oils are consumed by active
soil bacteria, which are aided by the
system’s excellent oxygen exchange
capacity.

Reduced Impervious – Salem &
Viola Streets
There have been reports of flooding within the vicinity of the
railroad tracks at the intersection of Salem and Viola, there have
been. The roadway at this location dead-ends at the tracks.

The Project Team’s recommendation is to reduce impervious
surfaces by 1,500 square foot of roadway plus adjacent semiimpervious sidewalks and provide a defined conveyance toward
existing storm system. Further evaluation at this location could
also evaluate the potential for subsurface storage. Additionally,
existing stormwater inlets appear to be undersized and clogged; it
is also recommended that these are upgraded and hydrodynamic
separators to remove debris and particulates are installed.
One option for converting to a pervious surface includes Invisible
Structure’s Grasspave system, which would allow the area to
be maintained as deep-rooted native grasses while providing
the necessary load bearing capability for emergency vehicle
accessibility.

Subsurface Storage at Heart of
Camden & CCMUA

Salem & Viola St (Site 31)

Subsurface storage features can provide up to 90 percent void
space for stormwater management. This system is ideal for
retrofitting impervious areas where land is not available for
installation of surface features.

Examples of locations suitable for subsurface stormwater storage:
Heart of Camden parking lot on Broadway (Site 12.2)

CCMUA parking lot on Jackson St (Site 26)

Credit: Cultec

One example of a subsurface system
is the CULTEC chambers. The high
capacity, open bottom chambers
provide greater storage and much
higher infiltrative capability than
conventional pipe and stone systems.
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5.3 High-Impact GSI Projects
(Environmental)
The Project Team developed a list of 47 project sites, some with
multiple GSI practices, and ranked each of them for their efficacy
in managing stormwater, their cost benefit ratio, and their social
value. Each project earned a score in each of these three areas and
then those scores were combined for an overall project rank.
The projects with the highest environmental impact scores can be
sorted into two categories: (1) de-paving or reducing impervious
cover thus reducing runoff; and (2) managing runoff.
Reducing runoff at its source is achieved by de-paving or reducing
impervious cover. Managing runoff is achieved by diverting
stormwater to areas that slow its forward motion and offer it
the opportunity to be soaked up by plants, evaporated, or held
for future use, thus keeping it from entering the wastewater
treatment system.

The five projects with the highest environmental impact scores
by the Project Team’s rankings are:
1.

Tree trenches and increased storage on 1700 block
of S 4th Street and from Viola to Jefferson on S 4th
Street (Sites 22 and 43)

2.

Plantings around inlets, rain garden, bioswale, and a
porous basketball court in Liney Ditch Park (Site 3)

3.

Parking lot retrofit/ subsurface storage at 433
Jackson (owned by South Jersey Port Authority),
Jackson & Ferry* (owned by CCMUA), 1930 S
6th Street (owned by Colonial Processing), and 1832
Broadway (owned by Heart of Camden) (Site 34,
26, 16, and 12)

4.

Converting impervious cover to meadow at 600
Morgan, owned by Covanta (Site 15)

5.

Stormwater bumpouts on Filmore & Carl Miller;
Broadway & Carl Miller; Broadway & Webster,
Broadway & Viola; 6th Street; and 400 block
Atlantic (Sites 37, 23, 46, 47, 33, and 24)
* This project will include a gateway arch
as a formal entry way to the Fishing Pier.

Tree trenches
proposed on
South 4th St

Trees on South 4th St.

(Sites 22 and 43)
Site 15

Site 16
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5.4 High-Impact GSI Projects (Social)

Vacant lots turned into wildflower
meadows can beautify the neighborhood
(credit: Urban Ecosystems)

Due to the long history of significant environmental justice issues
in Waterfront South and the serious lack of placemaking sites, the
Project Team convened multiple listening sessions to glean from
residents what green social amenities would be most utilized and
appreciated. Care was taken in the development of the 47 sites to
be responsive to this input.
Beyond accommodating for specific functions like bus shelters,
playgrounds, and a dog park, it was abundantly clear that the
care, maintenance, and ownership of placemaking features
should be factored in from the very beginning. It was also evident
that the cultural and social service organizations embedded in
the community are prime candidates for hosting activities that
would bring greenspaces alive and keep them cared for. Thus,
wherever practical, high impact social recommendations were
sited on properties controlled by nonprofit organizations. A minigrant program strategy for constructing these projects to build
ownership within the community is touched upon in this section
and further detailed in Section 6, Implementation.

The five highest scores for social improvements were:
1.

Convert fully-paved back lot to pervious plus GSI
demonstration/environmental education projects on
Emerald (owned by Camden FireWorks) (Site 35)

2.

Two green roof bus shelters on Broadway & Ferry
and Atlantic & Broadway (Sites 40 and 41)

3.

Multiple projects (rain garden around flagpole,
de-paving, downspout planter) at Mickle Elementary
School at Carl Miller & 6th Street (Site 36)

4.

Multiple projects at Phoenix Park (deep rooted
plants, a gazebo with a green roof, and additional
trees and plantings) (Site 1)

5.

All tied for #5 were
• Additional plantings at Memorial Park (Site 13)
• Traffic calming islands at Ferry, 4th, & Carl Miller, and
Ferry, Broadway, & Jasper (Sites 42 & 44)
• Additional plantings, Green Walkway interpretive
signage, gateway arch and splash pad or other
enhancement at neighborhood entrances Broadway
& Jackson (and Broadway & Chelton) (Site 45)

Example for Site 36: A rain garden flag pole
in Nature Center Rain Garden, Faribault, MN

Examples for Sites 40 and 41: A green roof bus shelter in
Manchester, UK (credit: thenorthwestbusblog.co.uk)

Camden FireWorks’ fully-paved back lot can be converted to pervious
plus GSI demonstration/ environmental education projects (Site 35)
Example of signage for the Green Walkway
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5.5 Proposed Project Groupings
The Project Team also considered resident concerns and needs
as well as the ownership and current disposition of the parcels
associated with high impact projects. The following groupings are
the result of those considerations.
Of the 47 recommended actions, the Project Team has identified
a multi-tiered approach for CCMUA based primarily on ownership
of the various parcels. There are eight de-paving partnership
possibilities with commercial interests, 15 projects on either its

Commercial/Industrial Sites for Potential
Partnership and/or PDE Corporate
Stewardship Program

Properties owned by CCMUA and/or the
City of Camden

own properties or properties owned by the City of Camden and
15 projects in the right-of-way of the local streets. Additionally,
there are eight projects currently identified that could be managed
by the local nonprofit organizations, then vested in their success;
these organizations could potentially appoint resident volunteers
to help with ongoing maintenance and education projects. Each
of these lists is presented in the order in which they were ranked.
These projects could be undertaken on separate tracts allowing for
progress on multiple fronts.
Table 5.2 lists top properties identified for this program.

Site ID #

Site details

Landowner

Type of GSI

Rank

34

433 Jackson Street

Sooth Jersey Port Corporation

Parking lot retrofit

3

15

600 Morgan Street

Covanta/ Energy Recovery Center

Parking lot retrofit

4

16

930 South 6th

Colonial Processing

Parking lot retrofit

11

25

400 Atlantic Ave

Jen-Cyn Enterprise

Rooftop disconnect

29

20

508 Atlantic Ave

Camden Recovery Properties LLC

Stormwater bumpout

34

29

2210 Broadway

HCSC - Laundry

Rain garden

35

4

1621 Broadway

Printworks

Parking lot retrofit

40

8

400 Block Winslow

E-Zone Management

Naturalized area

42

3

Liney Ditch Park

Camden

Plantings around inlets, rain garden, bioswale, porous basketball court

2

26

Jackson Street

CCMUA

Parking lot retrofit

10

27

Jackson and Ferry

CCMUA

Rain garden

15

1

Phoenix Park

CCMUA

deep rooted plants, gazebo with green roof, additional trees and plantings

16

2

Park linkage Trail

CCMUA-MAFCO

Trees

—

45

Broadway & Jackson

Camden City

Naturalized area

22

17

1736 Broadway

Camden City

Naturalized area

24

11

415 Emerald Street

Camden Redevelopment Authority

Rooftop disconnect

26

31

Salem & Viola

Camden City

Impervious lot retrofit/de-paving

27

13

1914 Broaodway/160 Viola

Camden City

Naturalized area

32

18

1707 Fillmore St

Camden City

Naturalized area

33

6

Broadway & Carl Miller

Camden City

Naturalized area

36

5

400 Carl Miller

Camden City

Naturalized area

37

50

331 Winslow

Camden City

Naturalized area

39

14

630 Ferry Ave

Camden City

Naturalized area

41
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GSI opportunities located in right-of ways

GSI projects that could be undertaken in
partnership with institutions or nonprofit
organizations

Site ID #

Site details

Landowner

Type of GSI

Rank

43

4th street Viola to Jefferson

Camden City

Tree trenches

1

37

Carl Miller & Filmore

Camden City

Stormwater bumpout

5

23

1710 Broadway +Carl Miller

Stormwater bumpout, naturalized area

6

46

Broadway & Webster

Camden City

Stormwater bumpout

6

47

Broadway & Viola

Camden City

Stormwater bumpout

6

33

Along 6th st

Camden City

Tree trenches, Stormwater bumpout

7

24

400 Block Atlantic

Rooftop disconnect, Rain garden

9

22

1700 Block S. 4th St

Camden City

Tree trenches

13

50

Viola & 6th

Camden City

Tree trenches, Stormwater bumpout

14

40

Atlantic & 4th

NJ transit

Green roof

17

41

Broadway & Ferry

Green roof

17

42

Intersection of Carl Miller, Ferry, and 4th St

Camden City

Naturalized area

20

44

Intersection of Ferry, Broadway & Jasper

Camden City

Naturalized area

20

28

613 Chelton

NJ Dept of Transportation

Rain garden

25

21

522 Chelton Ave

Camden City

Tree trenches

30

36

Carl Miller & 6th

Camden Board of Education

rain garden around flagpole, de-paving, downspout planter

8

12

1832 Broadway & 1840 Broadway

Heart of Camden

Parking lot retrofit & rooftop disconnect

12

35

Camden Fireworks back lot and alley

Camden Fireworks

Impervious lot retrofit/de-paving & GSI demonstration projects

18

10

S 4th St & Jasper St

Sacred Heart Church

rooftop disconnect

19

30

400 Jasper Street

South Camden Theater

Rooftop disconnect, Tree trenches

21

19

1912 Broadway

Camden Shipyard & Maritime Museum

Rooftop disconnect

28

39

Jackson & Filmore

Metropolitan Investment Co.

Rain garden & Mural

23

38

Rescue Mission

Rescue Mission

Naturalized area

37
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5.6 Neighborhood Placemaking
Projects
During the planning process, the Project Team consulted
significantly, as described in Section 4, with the residents of
Waterfront South about their observations of areas that flood,
properties that have potential, sites that are good examples
of what they would like in their neighborhood, and what
placemaking initiatives they felt would improve their community.
This input was quantified, assessed, and incorporated; while
stormwater management is the primary goal of this plan, making
improvements in coordination with local stakeholders through the
strategic placement of GSI guided the process.
The Project Team followed two guiding principles:
1.

Connect most GSI with cultural/historic assets of the
neighborhood through a walking trail. Introduce sitespecific placemaking opportunities wherever possible.
Use existing parks and pocket parks as important nodes or
designated stops.

2.

Improve the appearance and functionality of existing parks
and pocket parks such as Phoenix Park, Liney Ditch Park,
Peace Park, Stone Circle Park, and Sister Peg Hynes Park.

The two major parks in the Waterfront South, Liney Ditch Park and
Phoenix Park, provide excellent opportunities for both GSI and
placemaking projects.
The following graphics highlight the GSI treatment options
developed after project team’s analysis of the stormwater
potential of the sites as well as key placemaking activities identified
through extensive engagement wits residents.

Liney Ditch Park Improvement
Liney Ditch ranks high in terms of environmental benefits,
assuming that the Rutgers proposal for the basketball courts is
chosen. This calls for retrofitting the entire surface of the court
from impervious to pervious asphalt.
The Project Team prioritized this intervention as #2 in the final
list (without factoring cost into the equation); an alternate
treatment that would cost significantly less but would have smaller
stormwater gains is also included.
This park is a critical neighborhood asset and, with relatively minor
investments, could have significantly improved amenities that
entice residents to use the park more often.
Aesthetically, Liney Ditch is one of the project locations
identified for a brick archway entrance. The brick arch is already a
neighborhood icon; it recalls a proud heritage and ties the assets
together with a “look and feel” that is true to the heart and soul of
Waterfront South.

Phoenix Park Improvement
Phoenix Park is a relatively new public space of Waterfront South
and needs additional signage, marketing, and amenities to achieve
its full potential. While residents appreciate this new connection
to the Delaware River, they reported wishing for more things
to incentivize them to walk and stay there, including shade and
picnicking options, as well as enhanced play areas for children.
Additionally, some residents were concerned about the safety
of the park; accordingly, the Project Team’s recommendations
seek to incorporate the principles of crime prevention through
environmental design. Studies show that parks with more
opportunities for engagement have fewer criminal activities take
place.
Residents are proud of their connection to the Delaware River
and many felt that this park had the potential to be a city-wide
attraction for events and activities, though it is acknowledged that
parking could become an issue for larger events.
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Neighborhood Green Walkway
The proposed neighborhood Green Walkway is a walking trail
tying together the many green spaces, GSI projects, cultural
assets, historic buildings, and other points of interest creating a
pleasant family excursion opportunity, an exercise routine, or an
environmental educational walk for a class of school children. Once
fully implemented, it could serve as an icon, inspiring pride in the
community of Waterfront South and creating a destination activity
for visitors to the neighborhood.
Elements to include:

•

Interpretive panels at key community assets

•

Wayfinding signage throughout

•

Storm drain stenciling at all inlets

•

Maritime sculptures and public art interspersed at
green spaces

•

Periodic exercise stations

•

Flags of different varieties (e.g., POW/MIA flag, state,
ethnic, and historical)

•

Brick archways at gateways
o
Jackson & Chelton at Broadway
o

Jackson St to Fishing Pier

o

Liney Ditch Park entrance

o

Phoenix Park Entrances (x2)

Courtesy: https://vaxer.stockholm/
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Site 2 Liney Ditch Park Improvement Proposal (GSI + Placemaking)

Site 3 Phoenix Park Improvement Proposal (GSI + Placemaking)

Plant Palette
Bioswales and rain gardens should use a plant palette that is salt tolerant and able to handle occasional flooding. They should consist of a
mix of warm and cold season grasses with some flowering perennials.
Wildflower gardens should be a combination of perennials to attract pollinators. Using a mix of sedums and stonecrops would help cover
any exposed soils and reduce any erosion (wherever applicable). Creating these types of different plant communities would help build plant
diversity as well as create learning opportunities for the community. To reduce the amount of mulch used there should be a completely
covered ground layer. Partial shade tolerant plants should be considered in the foundation beds.

Liatris spicata,
Dense Blazing Star
Blooms:
July and August

Asclepias tuberosa,
Milkweed variety
Blooms:
May – September

Rudbeckia speciose,
Black Eyed Susan
Blooms:
August- September

FAC native plant
reaching 3'-4’ tall

FAC native plant
reaching 1'-3’ tall

OBL native plant
reaching 2'-3’ tall

Wildflower Garden

Sedum

Symphyotrichum
novi-belgii,
New York Aster
Blooms:
July – October

Baptisia australis,
Blue Wild Indigo
Blooms:
April – July
FAC native plant
reaching 3'-5’ tall

FACW native plant
reaching 2'-3’ tall

Stonecrop
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Section 6 — GSI Implementation
Strategies
6.1 GSI Implementation Leadership

Sediment and TP removal based
on BMP Effectiveness Chart,
PADEP, and assumption that all
soils are Type C/D
Unit prices are based on
Means Construction Data and
information available on similar,
recent, local projects
Water Quality and quantity
performance based on
Philadelphia Water Department
(PWD) data

CCMUA is the clear partner in the implementation of the
recommended strategies; their significant investments to achieve
greater efficiency at the treatment plant and installing a number
of meaningful GSI projects in the neighborhood highlight their
incentive to maximize GSI within the neighborhood in order to
minimize CSO events. The following strategy proposes splitting the
recommended GSI practices into four categories—as previously
described in Section 5—initiated or administered by CCMUA and
sorted by who the property owner is for each site: (1) Right-ofway projects; (2) CCMUA/City GSI capital projects; (3) Corporate
de-paving program; and (4) Community-empowerment minigrant projects. This section offers details for each of these four
implementation strategies, including rough cost estimates based
on the cost per square foot for the various GSI options, per the
table below. The figures are meant to suggest the magnitude of
each program, not detailed budgeting.

Option

Unit Price

Unit

Sediment
Reduction

TP Reduction

Maintenance
Required

Peak Rate
Reduction

Temperature

Construct a rain garden/
bioretention

$17.34

SQFT

55%

45%

Moderate

Medium

Medium/High

Construct a vegetated swale

$12.54

SQFT

50%

10%

Moderate

Medium

Medium/High

Construct an infiltration trench/bed

$36.00

SQFT

95%

85%

Moderate to High

Medium

High

Replace pavement with meadow

$7.20

SQFT

56%

20%

Minimal

Medium

High

Convert lawn to meadow

$3,600

ACRE

56%

54%

Minimal

Low

Medium

Filter strip

$4.64

SQFT

22%

0%

Moderate

Medium

Medium

Tree Planting (1 per0.01 acre)

$150

EACH

20%

15%

Minimal

Medium

Medium

Installl an inlet filter

$19,059

EACH

0.0027

10%

Moderate to High

Low

Low

Permeable Pavement

$30

SQFT

55%

20%

Minimal

High

High

Tree Trench 6’ x 12’

$23,000

UNIT

86%

70%

Moderate

Medium

High

Stormwater Bumpout

$30

SQFT

90%

45%

Moderate

Medium

Medium/High

Green Roof

$50

SQFT

80%

60%

Moderate

Medium/High

Medium

Table 6.1 Cost and Maintenance Considerations for the various GSI options
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Right-of-Way Projects
In total, Section 5 identifies 15 right-of-way projects, including
stormwater bumpouts, tree trenches, bus shelters, and two traffic
calming islands. These locations are chosen as priorities but do
not represent the full extent of potential right-of-way projects;
more could be installed as funding allows. All but one of the streets
involved are municipal roads — the exception being Ferry Avenue,
which is a county road (Route 603). The traffic calming islands
are scheduled for the county road. Tree trenches are proposed
at locations where stormwater management is most needed but
could be expanded to increase the canopy and further mitigate the
heat island effect. The design for these projects should incorporate
the ‘complete streets’ design principles.i

Suggested cost $500,000—700,000.
Note: Could be $1,000,000+ if more than the minimum proposed
tree trenches and bumpouts are undertaken.

CCMUA/Camden City GSI Capital Projects
Of the recommended projects, 15 of the parcels involves are
owned by CCMUA and/or Camden City (full list in Section 5). This
includes improvements to Phoenix and Liney Ditch Parks; parking
lot subsurface storage on CCMUA’s Jackson Street property, along
with a gateway to the popular Father Doyle Fishing Pier; historic
district gateway at Broadway & Jackson; a pervious retrofit of a
dead-end corner on Viola; and a series of plantings in vacant lots
that are primarily turf.

Suggested cost $1.5 million.

Corporate De-Paving Program
A corporate de-paving program, potentially in collaboration with
the Partnership for the Delaware Estuary’s (PDE’s) Corporate
Stewardship Program would be ideal for this postindustrial
neighborhood. An assessment of high priority sites yielded eight
viable sites, including one of great importance at Covanta—already
a CCMUA partner—and one on a site with a business owned by a
person who attended the September 9th public presentation of the
plan and was excited to potentially participate in a project.

Suggested cost $100,000 for soft costs.
Note: This estimate is based on the corporations paying for the
capital improvements on their respective properties with CCMUA
and PDE assisting with plan development and engineering design.
This number would increase exponentially if CCMUA were to be a
fiscal partner in the projects.

Community-Empowerment
Mini-Grant Projects
There are eight projects currently identified for a proposed
CCMUA Waterfront South Greening Mini-grant Program that
could be designed to support local nonprofit organizations. These
organizations could then build ownership and capacity with
their successful implementation and potentially provide resident
volunteers to help with ongoing maintenance and education
programs. These community empowerment projects are primarily
smaller, less complex projects that could be managed by local
community organizations based (though not exclusively) on the
eight projects listed in this plan. Additionally, the naturalization
projects in the CCMUA/City owned parcels list could potentially be
adopted by various neighborhood groups, subsequently expanding
this list to 15-20 projects. Once organizations begin participating
in these efforts, they could add vacant lots in future years and
expand their maintenance teams and educational programs.
GSI related programming could also be undertaken with this
funding mechanism; for example, these organizations could offer
a rain barrel decorating activity (an event suggested by several
residents). Some of the region’s larger non-profits could partner in
the grants, expanding the additional capacity to the smaller, more
neighborhood-focused groups.
This program could evolve to an endowed fund for the
neighborhood, administered with a steering committee
of committed community stakeholders. This concept, first
implemented through the Cumberland County Improvement
Authority’s Environment Enhancement Grant Program (before it
was retired following a change of political administration), a hugely
successful initiative to encourage the use of recycled products in
the early 2000s.

Suggested cost $250,000 (annual or biannual).
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6.2 Implementing Placemaking
Projects and Other Programs
Neighborhood Green Walkway Project
The element that will tie all the GSI and placemaking projects
together will be the Green Walkway. This walking trail can be
implemented as the GSI projects are installed, ensuring that
each includes an interpretive panel explaining its function in the
neighborhood and highlighting nearby cultural assets and points
of interest. Periodic exercise stations that need not be elaborate or
expensive will provide incentives for residents to utilize the ensuing
path as a regular fitness walk. A detailed design should include
wayfinding elements and characteristics that make the path and its
nodes recognizable as a system.
The proposed walkway will have brick archways wherever possible
(and at a minimum at neighborhood and park entrances) and
public art that evokes iconic historic and cultural elements of the
neighborhood could be interspersed along the walkway.
Creative methods for implementation of these elements
could include engaging the Camden Green Team to develop a
subcommittee for Waterfront South that would brainstorm these
and other placemaking initiatives. The items could be installed
incrementally though the mini-grant program or funded directly as
part of the larger capital projects (described above). Similar to the
state mandate of 1 percent for art in public buildings, there could
be a 1 percent (or 5-10 percent for placemaking) requirement for all
GSI investments.

GSI Education & Outreach Program
A quarterly newsletter targeting Waterfront South residents could
be distributed with a part time outreach staff member assigned
to work on additional education programs along with local
school and nonprofit organizations and regular communication
activities. Additionally, a storm drain stenciling project could be
undertaken neighborhood-wide for all inlets. This initiative could
be undertaken by a part time CCMUA staff person or someone
potentially housed within a local nonprofit supported through a
mini-grant.

Plant 1,000 Trees Program
An ongoing neighborhood-wide project recommendation is
a publicly announced goal of planting 1,000 trees. This would
continue the work already begun in the neighborhood and go a
long way towards creating a tree canopy for the neighborhood.
It would require enlisting ten of the churches and nonprofits
within Waterfront South to each commit to taking custody of,
recruiting volunteers for, and planting 100 trees in their regions
of influence. Over the course of several years, these 1,000 trees
would be planted in the neighborhood in partnership with Camden
SMART, NJ Tree Foundation, and other environment-focused
nonprofits and groups with available volunteers. Rowan University
could support these efforts and encourage students to assist;
similarly, Rutgers Camden would be a potential partner. A creative
program coordinator for this project could come up with a friendly
competition with fun prizes and a visual progress report posted
somewhere in the neighborhood. In this way, the process itself of
installing GSI could have a placemaking element, cultivating the
sense of community.

Pocket Park Program
With just a little extra effort, several of the vacant lots and small
neighborhood parks identified for naturalized area treatment
could be groomed in such a way to encourage usage by people
for placemaking activities. Interpretive signage could be added
to call attention to and share information about the history of
the place (e.g., notable people who lived or worked there) and
describe the plantings and their role in the green infrastructure of
the neighborhood. A part time outreach staff person—housed at
CCMUA or one of the local nonprofits—could organize quarterly or
seasonal monthly activities to engage residents in the parks. Popup markets, movie nights, history talks, concerts, poetry readings,
storytelling, astronomy nights, games, and contests are all ideas
for potential programming.
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GSI Success Equation:

GSI + Maintenance +
Community Buy-In
=
Reduced CSO + Improved
Quality of Life

6.3 The Importance of GSI
Maintenance and Community Buy-In

The residents who participated in this project were the first
to identify GSI maintenance as critical to the livability of the
neighborhood and the success of the installations. They were also
quick to offer to help.

The biggest determinant of success for GSI is its ongoing
maintenance. Poorly maintained GSI may attract trash, attract
illicit activities, and be generally unattractive in addition to
failing to function properly. In these cases, GSI is a detriment to
neighborhood quality of life rather than an asset.

The Project Team recommends finding a way to harness that
energy. This process would have the highest likelihood of success
if the neighbors themselves have a hand in designing the program.
Suggestions from residents include:

Community buy in is another critical factor in the success of GSI.
Trees and green spaces are not always interpreted as positive by
residents; they can be seen as sources for insects, bird droppings,
and unkempt spaces. Critical to the success of greening the
neighborhood and improving stormwater outcomes is continued
engagement of the residents in the siting, installation, and upkeep
of these GSI projects. The more community members are involved
with the process, the more the magnitude of the benefits can
be understood. Neighbors can help one another appreciate the
GSI benefits while they work together and watch their successes
bloom.

•
•
•
•
•

Identify Block Captains who would be responsiblefor alerting
CCMUA/American Water when stormdrains are clogged
Develop an ‘Adopt a lot’ program
Reinstate monthly neighborhood meetings
Enlist the parents from the schools
Institute bimonthly or monthly service days, workingon one
park/green space at a time as a group

CCMUA already enlists the youth corps in addressing maintenance
issues, building job skills for local youth during the process. This
plan proposes taking this ‘sharing the load’ a step further into the
neighborhood and, importantly, engaging residents, businesses,
neighborhood nonprofits, and regional partners.

# of mentions/suggestions or comments

Themes or Quotes

12

Green spaces need maintenance

7

‘Adopt a lot’ program/community policing/block captains monitor when storm drain needs cleaning
Sacred Heart parents could help
Afterschool & summer programs could help
Neighborhood monthly meetings used to be held at Camden FireWorks

4

“Residents could be educated to use/waste less water”
Educate residents as to why they should care about GSI

3

Get kids involved in nature trails, plantings, and grooming in spring and summer

1

“Make American Water sponsor something big”

1

“Beautify commercial properties with plantings”

1

“Have a ‘Clean Block Campaign/Contest’ with a prize”

1

“Neighbors helping neighbors”

1

“If you ask, it can be done”

1

“People receiving Welfare need to do a few hours of community service; why not maintenance in their neighborhood?”

1

“Build on what’s strong and make it better, honor what people are doing like the public participation at Stone Circle Park for example.”

1

Bloomberg grant — art installations — partner

1

“Corporations looking to be better corporate citizens could help.”

Table 6.2 Implementation thoughts from PhotoVoice participants
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6.4 Potential Collaborators/Partners
It is critical to distinguish between partners and funders.
Some agencies/entities may be able to partner and offer
resources without making a financial commitment Marketing,
in-kind, employee service, and other creative opportunities for
collaboration with local and regional businesses should be pursued.

•

Potential regional agencies or non-profit organizations interested
in GSI and Waterfront South:

Potential local non-profits interested in implementing GSI projects:

•
•
•
•
•
•

American Littoral Society (ALS) — supports andparticipates in
stormwater management projects attimes
Association of New Jersey EnvironmentalCommissions
(ANJEC) — environmental resources,advocacy, and grants to
environmental commissions
Camden Rotary Club — voluntary assistance
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission(DVRPC) —
planning assistance
Master Gardeners Program — graduates of thisprogram are
required to do community servicegardening and sometimes a
chapter will adopt aproject to initiate or maintain
NJ Tree Foundation — supports trees and the treetrenches
and possible park projects

•

•
•
•

•

Sustainable Jersey — grant program for GreenTeams including
stormwater management andplacemaking (periodically)
PDE Corporate and Community EnvironmentalStewardship
Program — can play a vital role in theproposed corporate depaving program

Camden FireWorks — leadership role in theimplementation of
the project identified for site 35
Experimental Farm Network — community gardenassistance
Heart of Camden Site — leadership role in theimplement
of the project identified for site 12(with new leadership
and fresh energy at the Heart ofCamden organization,
perhaps they would be theentity to allocate staff time
to develop partnerships,collaborations, volunteer
teams, and businesssponsorships for these and other
importantinitiatives.)
Sacred Heart Church & School — leadership role inthe
implementation of the project identified for site 10

Camden-based institutions with potential for collaboration:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Camden Aquarium — voluntary assistance
Camden City — leadership role in theimplementation of
numerous projects identified inthe plan(The city is identified
as the owner of multiple projectsited and presumably controls
the right-of-way where15 of these projects are proposed. The
city is clearly animportant partner, potential funder and could
haveaccess to grants that may not be available to CCMUAsuch
as NJDOT, NJDCA, and other grants that arerestricted to
municipalities.)
Camden Collaborative Initiative — voluntaryassistance
Camden Green Team — voluntary assistance
Camden Printworks — leadership role in theimplementation
of the project identified for site 4
Camden Redevelopment Authority — voluntaryassistance
Camden SMART — voluntary assistance
Coopers Ferry Partnership — voluntary assistance
Covanta (Trash to Steam facility) — leadership rolein the
implementation of the project identified forsite 15
LEAP Academy Student projects, community service
NJ American Water — voluntary assistance
Rutgers Cooperative Extension of Camden County— voluntary
assistance
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Camden County potential partners:
•
•
•

Camden County Road Department (especially forFerry Ave
projects on sites 42 and 44)
Camden County Community College — voluntaryassistance
NJDEP Watershed Ambassador Program CamdenCounty
representative — voluntary assistance

Private foundations that might support GSI, placemaking, and
water quality improvement projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Foundation of South Jersey
Environmental Endowment for New Jersey
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation
Subaru Foundation of America
Victoria Foundation
William Penn Foundation

•
•
•
•
•
•

NJ state agencies with grant programs or the ability to assist with
GSI, placemaking, or redevelopment:
•
•
•

Federal agencies with potential grant programs or expertise
related to Waterfront South:

•

•

•

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF)Delaware River
Restoration Fund, DelawareWatershed Conservation Fund,
and 5 StarRestoration grants

National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration(NOAA)
National Park Service (NPS) Save Americas Treasuresprogram
US Army Corps of Engineers (ACE)
US Economic Development Administration (EDA)
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
US Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

NJ Department of Community Affairs (DCA) —technical
assistance and block grants
NJ Department of Environment Protection (DEP) —technical
assistance and grants
NJ Department of Transportation (DOT) — multiplegrant
opportunities for complete streets, accessroads to ports,
transportation planning, and othertraffic enhancement
projects
NJ Green Acres —acquisition of open space,Recreational Trails
grant program to potentially fundelements of the proposed
Green Walkway trail
NJ Historic Trust (NJHT) — several grant programsto
potentially support restoration planning andconstruction
should some of the historic propertiesbe targeted for
restoration

With even one experienced individual developing relationships
and pursuing grant opportunities in support of this plan’s
implementation, funding should be relatively easy to secure as
the Waterfront South neighborhood meets so many issues of
concern for funders. It qualifies for brownfield redevelopment,
Environmental Justice (EJ), social justice, GSI, open space, historic
preservation, affordable housing, smart growth, waterfront
access, and much more.
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6.5 Concluding Remarks
Excessive stormwater has been an ongoing problem in Camden
since the instillation of the combined system more than one
hundred years ago; unfortunately, there are no quick or easy
solutions. Steady progress on reducing impervious cover, slowing
and holding the water, and increasing trees and plantings to aid
infiltration are all important elements of the answer. This plan
offers a roadmap for future improvements as it builds partnerships
and programmatic/ administrative mechanisms for continued
implementation and, especially for maintenance, beyond this initial
list of projects. These actions can all make a significant difference;
for best effect, however, they need to be coupled with the
commitment to educate and to continue to engage local resident
and businesses.

Photo by participant #14

Notes
i

For reference, please review 2017 State of New Jersey Complete Streets Design Guide, available from
http://njbikeped.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Complete-Streets-Design-Guide.pdf
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Section 7 —
 Operation &
Maintenance Plan
The routine inspection and maintenance of GSI projects is critical
for their long-term function. Through community outreach,
the Project Team has been informed about the importance
of GSI maintenance from the residents of Waterfront South
and GSI professionals. This section provides practices and
recommendations for the long-term operation and maintenance
of GSI.

General Maintenance Guidelines

Tree Maintenance
Monitor trees during periods of drought and water as necessary
to prevent wilting. Newly planted trees may need to be watered
more regularly during establishment to maintain sufficient
moisture in soil and facilitate productive growth. In the midst of
their establishment, 20 gallons of water per tree, each week, is
recommended during periods of drought. Morning hours are the
optimal time to water trees.
Tree pruning is recommended at the following frequency:
•

Once during year 2 or 3 after planting;

Inlets, pipes, and outlet structure should be monitored for clogging
and excessive accumulation of debris following significant rainfall
events. Clogging prevents runoff water from draining into the
system, which contributes to flooding within the neighborhood.

•

Every three years during years 4 to 10 after planting; and

•

After 10 years from planting, every 5 years for deciduous trees
and as needed for conifers.

Sediment accumulations should be monitored and removed
as needed from stormwater features. Maintaining established
perennial vegetation around the perimeter will assist with
preventing erosion.

Remove weeds as necessary to prevent competition around trees.
Weeds will compete with trees for nutrients and moisture.

Monitor rain gardens and conveyance features for growth of
invasive species/weeds during growing season and remove as
necessary. Guidance on invasive species control can be found here:
https://www.nj.gov/dep/njisc/
Vegetative conditions should be monitored twice a year to maintain
health. Native grasses should be cut back late winter and again, as
needed, following growing season. Clippings should be removed
after being cut. Regular mowing and use of heavy equipment in the
rain garden is not recommended.
Monitor density of vegetation and replace as necessary to maintain
adequate ground cover. Additional information is available at
https://www.npsnj.org/

Tree Planting
Proper selection of tree species requires an assessment and match
to the planting location soil quality, drainage, sun exposure and
environmental stressors. Planting a monoculture of tree species
should be avoided to improve resilience and resistance to our
changing climate and pest infestations. Invasive species are not to
be planted.

Tree Pruning
Proper pruning is performed to maintain tree health, control and
direct growth, and prevent structural problems to avoid damage to
human life and property.
Major pruning and any work beyond reach should be done
by an arborist who is certified by the International Society of
Arboriculture (ISA).
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Mulching

Weed Control

Done properly, mulch conserves water, controls the growth of
weeds and grass, releases nutrients into the soil, prevents soil
compaction, and buffers the tree trunk from damage by lawn
mowers and trimmers. Improper mulching can lead to disease,
which can ultimately kill a tree.

Familiarity of desired plant species, and knowledge of unwanted
weed species, is critical for successful maintenance of planting
beds. The planting list of species included in garden beds is
available at the Native Plant Society of New Jersey web site.

•

Mounding mulch around the trunk of the tree should be
avoided, as it harbors moisture and attracts insects that
will damage the tree.

•

The utilization of organic mulch should be prioritized.
Composted leaves, wood chips, pine needles, or bark work
best for this. Fresh grass clippings are not to be used, as
well as rubber, stone, or plastic mulch.

•

“3-3-3” = Mulch should be no more than 3 inches deep, at
least 3 inches away from the tree trunk, and at least 3 feet
wide or to the drip line.

Use of Herbicides/Pesticides
The wide-spread use of herbicides and pesticides kills beneficial
insect and plant species and should be avoided.
•

•

Use of toxic chemicals is only recommended when
infestations are so severe that there is little choice and
shall only occur with Park Board approval and should be
done by certified applicator by the state.
Less toxic control such as dormant oil treatment may be
used if approved by the Park Board.

Mowing
Mowing of lawn areas should be directed away from landscape
beds to minimize disbursement of blown grass onto herbaceous
plants. Mechanical trimming around all trees, shrubs, and other
structures is preferred to prevent damage

(https://www.npsnj.org/).
Monitor for the emergence of invasive plants and weeds all season
long. Perennial meadow plants continually grow and become more
established. During the growing season, efforts need to be made
to prevent the establishment of biennial and perennial weeds.

Native Garden Features
Meadow/No-Mow areas — Regular mowing of the meadow buffer
surrounding the rain garden is not recommended. Mowing should
be kept to a minimum at no more than twice per year and be done
during periods of seasonal transition. March is the optimal time
for mowing. Meadow area should not be mowed between early
May and mid-July when birds rely on the vegetation for nesting.
Meadow areas should be weeded throughout the growing season
to prevent invasive and undesirable species.
•

During establishment, monitor density of planting beds and fill
in as needed to maintain adequate coverage.

• During periods of drought, plants should be monitored for
wilting and indications of water stress. Water regularly as needed.
•

Deadhead wilted flowers throughout growing season.

•

If desired for aesthetics, manually cut back perennial plants
at end of growing season. From a habitat perspective, it is
best to maintain prior year stands to provide shelter over
winter months.

•

Use of mechanical equipment is not recommended in
wildflower and pollinator gardens.
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Rain Barrels and Cisterns
•

•
•

Cover rain barrels with a screen to prevent mosquito
breeding. Ensure screen is replaced every two years for risk of
general deterioration.

After a rain event, remove any debris from screen to avoid
excess damage.
Disconnect rain barrel during the winter to prevent
freezing and/or cracking; stow inside or outside with a cover.
It is recommended to redirect flow through downspouts into
storm system during winter months. This could be
accomplished conveniently by installing a diverter to
downspout to that allows flow to be directed wither to rain
barrel or alternatively back into downspout pipe.

•

Clean rain barrel with a long brush and water and vinegar or
water/dilute bleach solution (~3%).

•

Rainwater should be used for non-potable purposes only.

Porous Pavement
•

Monitor porous pavement for standing water as evidence
of clogging.

•

Routine (quarterly) vacuum sweeping is required for
long-term maintenance.

•

The cost of sweeping can be offset by reduced deicing costs.

•

Repairs to asphalt or concrete can be made with regular
asphalt or concrete, but not to exceed 10% of the surface area.

•

Do not store materials such as sand, salt, mulch, or other 		
stockpiling on porous surfaces. Stockpiling materials on
porous pavement will lead to clogging.

Subsurface Storage Features
•

The removal of any floatables which become trapped and
the removal of sediment which accumulates in the system are
of up-most importance and should be conducted at minimum
on an annual basis.

•

Annual inspections may be required by local authorities or
require that they perform the inspections and maintenance.

•

Inspections of the inlet and outlet areas should be carried out
periodically to ensure that the system is operating as intended.

•

Structural repairs to inlet and outlet areas should be
performed on an as need basis in a timely manner.

•

Monthly cleanings of materials stuck on grates which protect
catch basins and inlet areas.

•

Proprietary traps and filters connected to the stormwater
storage units require maintenance recommended by
the manufacturer.
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Section 8 — Lessons Learned:
Thinking Beyond Greening
The Project Team was extremely impressed with the breadth and
depth of commitment to the betterment of the neighborhood
expressed by the residents who came out in force to the
public events and focus groups associated with this plan. Their
advocacy has already facilitated significant improvements within
the neighborhood and the camaraderie in this community is
palpable. The scale of Waterfront South is quite human, and
this is encouraging because it means that the issues are not so
overwhelming that they cannot be overcome. This is not to say
that the neighborhood is not in need of change, but rather that
change is possible.
Many of the conversations that we had with Waterfront South
residents regarding GSI and placemaking were dominated by issues
associated with litter, prostitution, drug use, and truck traffic.
While this plan presents some recommendations that may mitigate
these issues to some extent, it does not begin to fully address the
underlying causes of these problems. Additional efforts are needed
to tackle social issues, to support the residents in their efforts
to build the prospects of the neighborhood, and to rejuvenate
its local economy. While these initiatives are clearly outside of
the scope of this plan, they could be addressed with a full scale
neighborhood revitalization plan.
Some issues beyond community greening and placemaking that
came up multiple times in the course of the public engagement
activities for this plan were:
•

The former Croft Mills factory site (at Broadway and
Jefferson) was universally seen as both a major challenge and
the potential site of a transformative redevelopment. During
the professional focus group, it was pointed out that it is
currently not in a redevelopment zone. Perhaps this could be
revisited as it is one of the largest undeveloped industrial
parcels in Camden City.

•

More than half of the PhotoVoice participants and
interviewees mentioned the 521 Ferry Avenue home that
was once the largest and best kept property in the
neighborhood. It sparked their imaginations, recalling fruit
trees in the yard, extravagant seasonal decorations, and
striking architecture. One interviewee thought that an

Photo by participant #15
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evergreen tree once on the property had been the largest in
the state. The house has a mystique, and many stories
circulating around it including the possibility that it was once
owned by bootleggers. Many felt that its restoration and
revival would be an excellent sign for the neighborhood and
help to better public perception for residents and visitors alike.
Its history could be researched and perhaps it would be
eligible for historic preservation grant funding.
•

Photo by participant #8

•

•
Photo by participant #11

•

Multiple people referenced the importance of redeveloping
Broadway as a flourishing business corridor; this was also a key
element in earlier Waterfront South plans. A participant
referred to Broadway’s current condition in this neighborhood as a ‘hot mess.’ There was once a bar for every ethnicity
of the neighborhood; African American, German, Irish etc.
Now there are very few establishments of any kind (for
example, no laundromat in the neighborhood), let alone
multiple choices for restaurants or bars. The multicultural
nature of the neighborhood’s heritage could be the basis for
future interpretation and/or programming.
The neighborhood may qualify as a food desert. Requests
were made for a grocery store, a place to grab a sandwich,
fast food options, and more community gardens. This plan
proposes a site for at least one more community garden but
access to food should be a consideration in future planning
efforts.
Many comments revolved around the need to remove
decrepit, burned out, and/or abandoned buildings. Several
called attention to a burned-out structure on Everett.
Residents were in favor of boarded-up wall art or murals
as a temporary aesthetic solution to many of these
abandoned buildings.
Several potentially related values were shared such as
“support the entrepreneurial spirit”; “redevelop in such a way
that the current residents can participate in the revitalization”;
and “offer fixer upper grants’ if taxes are paid up.”

•

There was much concern around the soon-to-be open
methadone clinic and at least one request for Narcan training.

•

The lack of activities to do for neighborhood kids and teens
was noted with suggestions for a pool, organized sports, a ball
field, and a place to ride dirt bikes and four wheelers legally.

•

Residents noted buildings with “good bones” and good
locations: corner of Broadway & Jasper; on Broadway at
Webster; and the old Holson Hardware on Broadway.

•

Residents requested public bathrooms in parks.

It appears as though Waterfront South would benefit from a
community development corporation or a community economic
development agency tackling some of these issues, developing a
new Neighborhood Revitalization Plan, shepherding resources to
the neighborhood, and perhaps pursuing a redevelopment zone.
GSI is expected to play a huge role in the further redevelopment
of the neighborhood and all new projects should be made to have
practices similar to those of the American Water headquarters
in the Cooper Grant neighborhood. Any new construction and/
or redevelopment of the neighborhood should incorporate green
roofs and walls, pervious pavers, rain gardens, and other GSI
potential as an important design element.
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The Community Planning and Visualization
Lab at Rowan University explores the
connections between social, natural, and
built environments and how they influence
the process of planning for healthy,
resilient, and equitable communities. Using
a sustainability lens, we examine how the
nexus of land, water, and food play a role in
spatial planning and community planning. In
particular, we are interested in the ways
community resilience is influenced by spatial
distributions and prioritization processes of
green and blue infrastructure (e.g., green
stormwater management projects, parks,
greenways, community gardens, urban
farms) at the neighborhood, urban, and
regional scales. We use spatial planning
models that integrate ecological and
socioeconomic indicators and consider triple
bottom line community benefits (e.g., social,
environmental, and economic benefits).

